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Les liquides qui ne se dissolvent pas dans l'eau et qui peuvent exister comme une phase 

fluide séparée sont connus comme étant des liquides en phase non-aqueuse (NAPL). Il  y a 

deux groupes de NAPLs: ceux qui sont plus légers que I'eau (LNAPLs) et ceux avec une 

densité plus grande que celle de I'eau @NAPLs). 

Le but de cette recherche est de développé un modèle numérique pour simuler la 

migration des liquides de la phase non-aqueuse dans le système de sous-surface non-saturé 

qui utilise la méthode de support-opérateurs. Bien que cette méthode ait une longue 

histoire dans la science des mathématiques elle n'a pas été utilisée dans le monde de I'eau. 

Un modèle en deux dimensions a été développé afin de décrire l'écoulement de I'eau. du 

NAPL et l'air dans une région transversale et verticale. Les échanges de masse du NAPL 

à une phase du gazeuse par volatilisation et a la phase aqueuse par dissolution sont tenus 

en compte. 

Le modèle considéré aura les wacténstiques et les capacités suivantes: 

a Simuler l'écoulement de l'eay du NAPL et de I'air simultanément. Aussi, la phase 

gazeuse et/ou la phase non-aqueuse peuvent être absentes durant la simulation. 

La phase gazeuse peut être considérée comme un fluide compressible ou non- 

compressible. 



Ce modèle peut être utilisé dans un milieu poreux hétérogène. 

La méthode utilisée de support-opérateurs sera capable de fire face a des domaines 

avec des frontières irrégulières. La méthode est basée sur une formulation intégrale ce 

qui assure la conservation des quantités variables. 

Les relations étendues de Van Genuchten sont utilisées pour définir la pression- 

saturation capillaire et les relations de la conductivité-saturation. 

Un pas du temps variable est utilisé pour augmenter l'efficacité de la solution. 

Puisque quelques expériences seulement comportant un écoulement LNAPL étaient 

disponibles et aucune d'elles n'avait été ffaite dans un milieu poreux hétérogène. une 

expérience a été conduite pour obtenir une meilleure compréhension du cornpomment 

physique de t'écoulement multi-phase dans la zone non saturée et pour vérifier le modèle 

numérique par rapport à un cas hétérogène. Les travaux en laboratoire sont consiste en 

deux types d'essai. 

En utilisant les résultats expérimentaux et aussi les travaux analytiques et expérimentaux 

d'autres chercheun, le modèle numérique a été calibré et vérifié. Le modèle a été valide 

avec trois solutions analytiques et a été vérifié avec trois travaux expérimentaux. Dans 

tous les cas, les résultats numériques ont montré un bon accord avec les données 

observées. 



ABSTRACT 

Liquids that are insoluble in water and can exist as a separate fluid phase are known as 

non-aqueous phase liquids (NAPLs). There are two groups of NAPLs: those that are 

lighter than water (LNAPLs) and those with a density greater than water (DNAPLs). 

Most LNAPLs are hydrowbon fùels such as gasoline and most DNAPLs are chlorinated 

hydrocarbons such as TCE. 

The purpose of this research is to develop a numerical model to simulate the migration of 

non-aqueous phase liquids in the unsaturated subsuface system. A two dimensional 

model has been considered to describe the flow of water, NAPL, and air in a vertical cross 

sectionai area. Mass exchange fiom the NAPL to the gas phase due to volatilization and 

to the water phase due to dissolution are taken into account. The model is verified against 

available anal ytical and experirnental results. 

In this thesis, the method of support-operarors has been used to formulate a discrete 

model of the continuum physical system. Many of the standard finite clifference methods 

and also the finite volume method are special cases of the method of suppon-operators. 

URLike elementary finite merence methods, the rnethod of support-operators rnay be used 

to construct M e  merence schemes on grids of arbitrary structure. 



Discrete methods usudly give rise to a system of algebraic equations. A fully coupled 

Newton-Raphson technique is chosen to handle the nonlinearity and solve the equations 

sequentially in an iterative fashion. The nonlinearities inherent in the governing equations 

are the relative permeability Km = &(h,), saturation, Sa = Sa(&), and gas phase density 

p, = p,(h.). The equations are coupled because in al1 equations more than one pnmary 

variable appear concurrently. 

For each grid there are (NPHASE) unknowns, where NPHASE is the number of phases 

considered in the simulation. The unknowns are the hydraulic head of water, hW , NAPL, 

h,, , and air, ha . 

The model developed here has the following characteristics and capabilities: 

Sirnulating the flow of water, NAPL and air simultaneously. Also, gas phase and/or 

nonaqueous phase can be absent in the simulation. 

The gas phase may be considered as a compressible or an incompressible fluid. 

The model may be used in a heterogeneous porous media. 

The method of support-operaton allows the model to handle irregular boundaries. 

The method is based on an integral formulation and conservation of variable quantities 

is assured. 



Extended Van Genuchten relationships are used to define the capillary pressure- 

saturation and the conductivity-saturation relationships. 

A variable time step is used to increase the efficiency of solution. 

Since very few experiments ccjmaining a LNAPL flow have been published and none of 

them was done in a heterogeneous porous medium, a laboratory experiment was 

conducted to provide a better understanding of the physical behavior of multi-phase flow 

in the unsaturated zone and ver@ the model against a heterogeneous case. 

Two analyticai solutions for water flow and one for NAPL flow were used to compare the 

results of the numencal solution. Solutions were also compared with several available 

expenmental results of NAPL movement in one and two dimensional domains and also 

with the results fiom the laboratory experiment. In all cases, the model showed good 

agreement with anaiyticai and experimentd data. 



CONDENSÉ EN FRANÇAIS 

MODÉLISATION NUMÉRIQUE DE LA CONTAMINATION PAR 

DU PÉTROLE DE LA COUCHE DE SOUSSURFACE 

Les liquides qui ne se dissolvent pas dans I'eau et qui peuvent exister comme une phase 

fluide séparée sont connus comme étant des liquides en phase non-aqueuse (NAPL). Il y a 

deux groupes de NAPLs: 

r ceux qui sont plus légers que I'eau (LNAPLs) 

et ceux avec une densité plus grande que celle de l'eau (DNAPLs). 

La plupart des LNAPLs sont des combustibles comme l'essence et la plupart des DNAPLs 

sont des hydrocarbures chlorés comme le trichloroethane et le tétrachlorure de carbone. 

Un NAPL peut déplacer tout I'eau et l'ai. présents quand il entre dans la zone non- 

saturée. A l'exception des couches en dessus, qui sèchent par évaporation, le sol dans 

cette zone contient habituellement de I'eau près de la saturation résiduelle. 

Puisque l'eau est présente, la pression du NAPL doit être plus grand que la pression 

capillaire d'entrée du NAPL dans l'eau afin que la pénétration puisse se produire. Puisque 

L'eau est la phase mouillante relative à l'air et au NAPL, eile a tendance à aligner les bords 



des pores et le NAPL ne déplacera pas l'eau de la surface du grain du sol. Le polluant 

émigrera vers le bas à travers de la zone non saturée sous l'influence de gravité. 

Le NAPL mobile pourra migrer horizontalement sous l'effet des forces capillaires. Une 

enveloppe gazeuse de vapeur chimique due à voiatilisation peut s'étendre au-delà du corps 

principal de contamination. 

Si le déversement est de dimension suffisante, une partie du contaminant pourrait atteindre 

la nappe phréatique. Bien que les produits du pétrole sont considérés immiscibles, cela ne 

veut pas dire que ces divers composants sont absolument insolubles dans l'eau. Les 

composants solubles se dissolvent et forment un panache d'eau contaminée qui s'étend à 

l'extérieur de la zone contaminée principale. Donc, ce panache émigre comme une partie 

du système de I'eau souterraine. 

Cette portion du contaminant qui reste comme une phase distincte peut voyager sous sa 

propre inclinaison. Les fiactions dissoutes des hydrocarbures toxiques peuvent entrer 

dans la nappe aquifêre avec recharge à travers le sol contaminé et sont transportées sur les 

grandes distances horizontales vers des puits d'eau loin de la source originale. Même les 

très petites concentrations de ces composants peuvent rendre l'eau impropre pour l'usage 

domestique. De plus, les vapeurs de l'essence peuvent émigrer dans les sous-sols, les 

égouts et les tunnels ce qui peut causer des incendies et des risque d'explosion. 



Une prise de conscience de la part des gouvernements, de l'industrie, et de la communauté 

professionnelle de l'eau soutenaine au sujet des risques exceptionnels de contamination 

sévère et persistante de la nappe phréatique par les NAPL ne s'est produite qu'après que 

les problèmes actuels soient apparus. 

Les modèles présents de transport de contaminants pour les composants miscibles sont 

inadéquats pour décrire la migration d'un contaminant Unmiscible. L'écoulement d'un 

contaminant immiscible est contrôlé par son propre potentiel qui dépend de la pression, de 

la gravité et des forces de surface ce qui n'est pas nécessairement semblable au potentiel 

d' écoulement de 1' eau. 

La compréhension et la prévision du transport des produits du pétrole dans les sols et 

l'eau souterraine sont d'importance fondamentale dans le développement de procédures de 

d'atténuation qui aideraient la récupération efficace et le nettoyage de ces contaminants. 

Eiles aideraient également à évaluer le risque d'accidents qui pourraient interrompre 

l'approvisionnement en eau. 

Les équations qui gouvernent l'écoulement aux phases multiples de contamînants dans un 

milieu poreux sont des écpations non-linéaire de grand ordre . En règle générale, les 

solutions dyt iques  sont non-disponibles, sauf pour des cas restrictifs. Pour obtenir des 

solutions utiles, on doit recourir aux méthodes numériques. Dans la solution numérique 

de ces équations, la stabilité et les restrictions de la convergence limitent la taille des 
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noeuds et le pas de temps ce qui demande une grande capacité d'emmagasinement et 

beaucoup de temps de calcul pour l'ordinateur. Les modèles numériques pour la 

migration de NAPL dans la zone vadose et dans I'eau souterraine ont récemment été 

présentés par plusieurs chercheurs qui utilisent les méthodes des différences finies et celles 

des éléments hies. La majorité de ces modèles ont été développés pour une dimension 

peu de modèles bidimensionnels ont été présentés. 

Le but de cette recherche est de développé un modèle numérique pour simuler la 

migration des liquides de la phase non-aqueuse dans le système de sous-surface non-saturé 

qui utilise la méthode de support-opérateurs. Bien que cette méthode ait une longue 

histoire dans la science des mathématiques elle n'a pas été utilisée dans le monde de I'eau. 

Un modèle en deux dimensions a été développé afin de décrire I'écoulement de l'eau, du 

NAPL et l'air dans une région transversale et verticale. Les échanges de masse du NAPL 

à une phase du gazeuse par volatilisation et à la phase aqueuse par dissolution sont tenus 

en compte. Le modèle sera vérifié avec les résultats analytiques et expérimentaux 

disponibles. 

Les objectifs à long terme de cette thèse permettra une meilleure connaissance des 

mécanismes du système en fournissant un outil utile pour I'évluation de la migration de 

NAPL dans la région de sous-surface. 



Le modèle considéré aura les caractéristiques et les capacités suivantes: 

Simuler l'écoulement de l'eau, du NAPL et de l'air simultanément. Aussi, la phase 

gazeuse et/ou la phase non-aqueuse peuvent être absentes durant la simulation. 

La phase gazeuse peut être considérée comme un fluide compressible ou non- 

compressible. 

Ce modèle peut être utilisé dans un milieu poreux hétérogène. 

La méthode utilisée de support-opérateurs sera capable de faire face a des domaines 

avec des frontières irrégulières. La méthode est basée sur une formulation intégrale ce 

qui assure la conservation des quantités variables. 

a Les relations étendues de Van Genuchten sont utilisées pour définir la pression- 

saturation capillaire et les relations de la conductivité-saturation. 

Le schème implicite du premier ordre est utilisé pour évaluer la dérivée par rapport au 

temps. 

a Un pas du temps variable est utilisé pour augmenter l'efficacité de la solution. 

Le compilateur Microsofi Powerstation@ 4.0, un compilateur FORTRAN 90 est utilisé 

pour compiler le programme. 

O Pour les productions graphiques, Microsofl Excela et SUEUER@ sont utilisés 

respectivement pour créer des graphiques et les lignes des contour. 

Les Limitations du modèle sont des souivants: 



Le transport du soluté par la convection, la dispersion et la difision n'est pas considéré 

ni dans l'eau ni dans la phase gazeuse. 

L'hystérèse dans les relations constitutives n'est pas prise en considération. 

Le NAPL est un fluide constitué d'un seul composant. 

a On considère que les échanges de masse pour le NAPL ne se font qu'avec l'eau et la 

phase gazeuse. Elles sont calculée dans le terne puits. 

Le modèle ne considère pas la biodégradation, désintégration et l'adsorption/ la 

désorption. 

Puisqu'il n'y avait aucune expérience disponible pour montrer le comportement du 

LNAPL dans un média poreux hétérogène, une telle expérience a été réalisée dans le 

Laboratoire Hydrodynamique de l'École Polytechnique de Montréal. 

RECHERCHES BIBLIOGRAPHIQUES 

L'écoulement de NAPL a intéressé premièrement les ingénieurs pétroliers. La première 

reconnaissance de mouvement de NAPL dans l'eau souterraine comme un phénomène 

d'écoulement biphasé est amibuée a Van Dam (1967). Par la suite, plusieurs modèles ont 

été développés pour décrire mathématiquement l'écoulement de NAPL irnmiscibles plus 

légers que l'eau dans les sous-daces. 



Les travaux antérieurs peuvent être divisés en deux catégories majeures: 

travaux expérimentaux 

analytique et numérique 

Le Tableau (1) donne un résumé des travaux expérimentaux qui om été identifiés pendant 

la recherche bibliographique de ce travail. Il peut être conclu que: 

La dissolution d'hydrocarbures provenant d'une zone contaminée par de l'huile vers la 

nappe phréatique pourrait être déterminée par le coefficient de la partition des 

composés et par le rapport eauhuile. 

Le transport des vapeurs de NAPL peut être modélisé par une loi de difksion 

Fickieme. 

I'enlèvement du NAPL peut être simulé en utilisant une approche basée sur un 

équilibre chimique. 

La saturation de l'eau résiduelle était indépendante du taux d'écoulement quand l'huile 

de faible viscosité déplaçait Feau. 

Un résumé des modèles analytiques et numériques est présenté dans le Tableau (2) 
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Tableau (1) résumé des modèles expérimentaux 

Van der Waaxûen et al. (1971) 

Hunt et al, (1 988) 

S d o w  & Gschwend (1983) 

Johnson, RL. (1988) 

Johnson & Kreamer ( 1 994) 

Van Geei and Sykes (1994) 

Dissoiution cles hydmarbms d'une zone de l'huile résiduelle par de 

l'eau tombant goutte a goutte. 

Dissolution de NAPL dans l'eau et propagation de la vapeur 

Le modéle physique 2D pour déterminer ies caradéristiques de la 

migration de vapeur et chi liquide 

Dissolution d'un mélange & toluéne pur et du benzéne - toluine dans 

un milieude biiiesdeverressaturéeneau 

Expérience avec une colonne du sol contenant trois phases fluides: air. 

eau, et essence qui a été conçue pour simuler les conditions dans la 

zone non saturée. 

L'effet des forces visqueuses et des forces capillaires sur la 

saturation de l'eau résiduelle. 

Évaluer l'application de trois modèles de transport par W o n :  La 

loi de Fick, les équations Stefan-Maxwell. et le Modèle du a Dusty 

Gas » @GM) 

Évaluer la migration du gaz-huile et de l'essence JP-5 dans un 

milieu de sable et de sol en trois dimensions 

2D, expérience du l'écoulement a pbases multiples avec LNAPL 



Tableau (2) modèles Analytiques et numériques 

M o d b  Analytiques 

M d  (1971) 

Holzer ( 1976) 

Dmm ( 1978) 

Hochmutti & Sunada (1985) 

Corapciogiu & l3aeh.r (1 985) 

Baehr (1987) 

Reible & IUangasekare (1989) 

Ryan & C o h  (1991) 

McWhorter & Sunda (199 1) 

El-Kadi ( 1994) 

Wu et al. ( 1994) 

Faust (1 985) 

Abnoh & Pmder ( 1 %Sb) 

Baehr & Corapctogiu (1 987) 

Chang (1991) 

Van Geel & Sykes (1994b) 

Munoz & 1rarrazava.I (1998) 

- -- - 

Modeles de i9Élt!ment Finis 

Osborne & Sykes ( 1986) 

Sheng (1986) 

Kuppusamy et al. ( 1 987) 

Rajapaksa ( 1988) 

Kaluarachchi&Parker ( 1 989) 

S l q  & Sykes (1989) 

Katpi, a al. (1991) 

Ai-Sheriadeh ( 1 993) 

Bi- ( 1994) 

Guarnaccia & Pinder ( 1997) 

Le but de cette revue de littérature est de domer une ideé sur les travaux antérieurs des 

autres chercheurs dans les domaines analytiques, expérimentaux et numériques. En 

conséquence, les modèles analytiques sont convenables seulement pour des problèmes 

simples, en général il ne sont pas applicables pour l'analyse des problèmes réels plus 

complexes. 

Les modèles physiques et expérimentaux peuvent être utilisés pour mieux comprendre les 

phénomènes mais ils ne peuvent pas être utilisés comme outils de prévision. La seule 



option qui reste, l'utilisation des modèles numériques. Durant les trente dernières années, 

des efforts considérables ont été faits dans ce domaine. Cependant, la plupart des modèles 

dans ce groupe se concentre sur un aspect particulier du problème, soit la partie du 

transport. Les autres sont beaucoup plus compliqués et soufient même d'instabilité et de 

restrictions de la convergence ce qui les rendent difficiles a utiliser pour les applications 

pratiques. Dans les chapitres suivants, un modèle numérique de l'écoulement multi phase 

dans la zone du vadose est présenté. II est basé sur un plan de différences finies 

conservateur connu comme la méthode de support-opérateurs. Les avantages les plus 

importants de cette méthode sont sa simplicité relative et aussi le fait qu'il peut être utilisé 

sur un gnlle de géométrie arbitraire. 

Dans cette thèse, la méthode des support-opérateurs a été utilisée pour formuler un 

modèle discret du continuum système physique. Beaucoup de méthodes de différences 

finies standards et aussi des méthodes de volumes finis sont des cas spéciaux de la 

méthode des support-opérateurs. Contrairement aux méthodes de differences finies 

éIémentaires, la méthode des support-opérateurs peut être utilisée sur une grille de 

structure arbitraire. 



La méthode des support-opérateurs a été choisie plutôt la méthode que les éléments finies 

pour sa simplicité relative et le fait qu'il n'y avait aucune raison a priori pour que les 

méthodes des élément finis foumissent des meilleurs résultats. Un argument courant à 

l'appui des méthodes des éléments finis est sa prétendue plus grande souplesse pour faire 

face aux tiontières irrégulières. Un tel argument ne peut pas être appliqué ici, puis qu'une 

maille irrégulière peut aussi être considérée par la méthode des support-opérateurs. 

Les méthodes discrètes engendrent habituellement un système d'équations algébriques. 

Une technique de Newton-Raphson entièrement couplée est choisie pour gérer le non- 

linéarité et résoudre les équations séquentiellement dans une mode itératif Les non- 

linéarités inhérentes aux équations principales sont la perméabilité relative Kr = Kdh), la 

saturation, S = S(h), et la densité de la phase du gazeuse p, = p, (h,). Les équations sont 

couplées parce que dans toutes les équations plus qu'une variable fondamentale apparaît. 

Pour chaque gnlle il y a @PHASE) i n c o ~ u s  où N'PHASE est le nombre de phases 

considérées dans la simulation. Les inconnus sont les charges hydraulique, hW, de NAPL, 

h, et de l'air, h. L'algorithme de la solution est esquissé dans le Tableau (3). 

Le modèle peut S e  utilisé pour simuler le mouvement complet de NAPLs à partir de 

réservoirs souterrains ou provenant d'un déversement d'huile dans un milieu poreux 

véritablement saturé. Il peut aussi être utilisé pour analyser Moulement biphasé de Feau 

et du NAPL dans un sysîème ou le gaz est absent ou présent mais à pression constante. 



Les domees nécessaires pour andyse du I'écouiement comprennent les conditions 

initiales, les propriétés hydrauliques du sol, les propriétés du fluide, les paramètres de 

i'intégration du temps, les données de la condition de la frontière et géométrie du maillage. 

La Volatilisation et la dissolution du NAPL sont supposées se produire sous des 

conditions d'équilibre. Le modèle prédira la charge hydraulique et la saturation des trois 

phases à chaque noeud pour des intervalles spécifies. 

rableau (3) Algorithme de la solution 

1) Founiir une estimation initiale hW , h, , et h, pour chaque noeud 

2) Substituer les estimations dans les équations discretisées et trouver F(x'~")) 

3) Évaluer les termes dans la matrice Jacobienne 

4) Résoudre pour Ahw, Ah. , Ah, 

5) Remettre a jour les estimations pour les variables fondamentales: 

h w l = h ~ + A h w , ~ ' = ~ O + & , h l = h ~ + h h ,  

6) s i ~ ~ ~ ~ o r & ~ ~ . o r & ~ ~ , d e r e n s u i t e à I ' é t a p e 2  

Puisque quelques expériences seulement comportaient un écoulement LNAPL étaient 

disponibles et aucune d'elles n'avait été f%te dans un milieu poreux hétérogène, une 

expérience a été conduite pour obtenir une meilleure compréhension du comportement 



physique de l'écoulement multi-phase dans la zone non saturée et pour vérifier le modèle 

numérique par rapport à un cas hétérogène. Les travaux en laboratoire sont constitués ou 

deux types d'essai 

1. quelques expériences indépendantes pour trouver les caractéristiques physiques du sol 

comme la conductivité hydraulique saturée, la courbe de rétention de l'humidité du sol 

et la densité sèche; 

2. L'écoulement de LNAPL. 

Les résultats de l'expérience ont que le NAPL qui s'écoule vers le bas à partir d'une 

région composée de matériau grossier rencontrera une pression d'entrée supérieur quand il 

touchera une région composé de grains fins. Ce comportement a causé la dispersion 

d'heptane au-dessus du sable fin à l'intertace du sable grossier vers fin dans l'expérience du 

laboratoire. Le NAPL a émigré durant la passage de la couche à gros grain 

préférentiellement, et n'a pas pénétré dans la couche à grain fin substantiellement. 

VALDATION ET VÉRIFICATION DU MODELE 

En utilisant les résultats expérimentaux et aussi les travaux analytiques et expérimentaux 

d'autres chercheurs, le modèle numérique a été calibré et vérifié. Le modèle a été validé 

avec trois solutions analytiques et a été vérifié avec trois travaux expérimentaux. Dans 
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tous les cas, les résultats numériques ont montré un bon accord avec les données 

observées. 

L'ANALYSE DE LA SENSIBILITÉ 

L'analyse de la sensibilité des paramètres du modèle a montré que la conductivité a 

l'influence la plus considérable sur le courant de NAPL comparativement aux autres 

caractéristiques du sol. La haute porosité du milieu peut limiter la région de sol contaminé 

grâce a sa haute capacité de retenir le polluant. 

LA CONCLUSION 

Dans cette thèse une tentative a été faite pour simuler numériquement la propagation d'un 

écoulement multi-phase dans la zone non saturée. Le modèle opère sur une seaion à deux 

dimensions et pour un milieu poreux hétérogène. Le processus du transfert de masse, 

comprenant la dissolution du NAPL dans la phase aqueuse et la volatilisation du NAPL 

vers la phase gazeuse, est représenté par une mécanisme simple du transfert de masse dans 

un terme puits. 

Le modèle peut être utilisé pour simuler le mouvement complet du NAPLs provenant d'un 

réservoir souterrain ou d'un déversement dans un milieu poreux variablement saturé. Il 



peut aussi être utilisé pour analyser l'écoulement biphasé de l'eau et du NAPL dans un 

système dans ou gaz est absent ou présent mais a pression constante. Le programme 

établira des prévisions pour la charge hydraulique et la saturation des trois phases a 

chaque noeud pour des intervalles spécifies. Son schèrna numérique, la méthode de 

support-opérateurs, permet au modèle d'être appliqué sur une frontière irrégulière sans 

ajouter a la complexité de la solution. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
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vertical direction [LI 
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a 
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ratio of water surface tension to oil surface tension 

ratio of water surface tension to oil-water interfacial tension 

fiaction of buik volume occupied by the a phase 
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pore size distribution parameters in B&C relationships 

dissolution rate constant 
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kinematic viscosity 

hction of bulk volume occupied by the a phase 

residual water content 

saturated water content 

mass density 

interfacial surface tension beîween the organic iiquid phase and the 
aqueous phase; 

mass fiaction of component k in the a phase 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Liquids that do not dissolve in water and c m  scia as a separate fluid phase are known as non- 

aqueous phase iiquids (NAPLs). There are two groups of NAPLs: those that are lighter than 

water (LNAPLs) and those with a density greater than that of water (DNAPLs). Most 

LNAPLs are hydrocarbon fuels such as gasoline and moa DNAPLs are chlorinated 

hydrocarbons such as 1.1,l -trichloroethane and carbon tetrachioride. 

When NAPL enters the unsaturated zone, it may displace any water and air already present. 

Except for the uppermost layer, which dies out due to evaporation, the soi1 in this zone usually 

contains water near residual saturation. Since water is present, the NAPL pressure must be 

larger than the entry capiilary pressure of NAPL hto a partially water-saturated porous media 

before penetration can occur. Since water is the wetthg phase relative to both air and the 

NAPL, it tends to line the edges of the pores and NAPLs wilI not displace the water from the 

surfice of the soil grain. The pollutant will migrate downwards through the unsaturated zone 

under the influence of gravity. Some horizontai migration of the mobile NAPL will also occur 

due to capiliary forces. Finallv, a gaseous envelope of chernical vapor due to volatiliion may 

extend beyond the main body of contamination 

Kthe spiU is of suflicienî volume, some of the contaminant could reach the groundwater level. 

Although petroleum products are tmed "immis~Lble~', this does not mean that various 



constituents are absolutely insoluble in water. The most soluble components dissolve, forming 

a plume of contaminated water, which extends outward from the main contamination zone. 

This plume then migrates as part of the groundwater system. The immisciible pomon of the 

contaminant that remains as a distinct phase rnay travel under its own gradient. 

Dissolved haions  of these hauirdous hydrocarbons can enter the aquifer with water recharge 

through the contaminated soi1 and then be transporteci over large horizontal distances toward 

water welis away f?om the on@ source. Evm very srnail concentrations of these 

constituents can render water unfit for domestic use. In addition, gasoline vapors can migrate 

into basernents, mers ,  and tunnels causing fire and explosion hazards. 

Traditional contaminant transport models for rnisciile components are hadequate in describing 

the migration of an imrniscible contaminant. The flow of an immiscible contaminant is 

controlled by its own flow pote& which depends on pressure, gravity, and surface forces, 

and is not necessarily d a r  to groundwater flow potentiai. 

The understanding and prediction of pemofeum product transport in soils and groundwater is of 

p"iary importance in the development of mitigation procedures that would aid effective 

recovery and cleanip of these contamiIlsnts as well as help to assess the risk of potential 

accidents that d d  h p t  water supplies. 



The equations goveming the multiphase Bow of contaminants in a porous medium are highly 

nonlinear. As a general d e ,  analytical soIutions are unavaiiable except under highly restrictive 

assumptions. To obtain usefiil solutions, mort must be made to numerical methods. In the 

numerical solution of these equations, stability and convergence restrictions limit the size of 

nodal spacing and thne seps, which resuits in a large dernand for cornputer storage and CPU 

time. Numerical models for NAPL migration in the vadose zone and in the groundwater has 

recently been presented by Mous  researchen using f i t e  ciifference and finite element 

methods. Most of them have been developed for one dimension although a few two 

dimensionai models are available. 

1.1 OBJECTIVES 

The purpose of this research is to develop a numerical model to simulate the migration of 

non-aqueous phase iiquids in the unsarurated subsurface system using the method of 

support-operators. Although this method has a long history in discrete mathematics, it 

has not been used in computational hydrauiics. A two dimensional model is developed to 

describe the flow of water, NAPL and air in a vertical cross sectional area. Mass 

exchange fiom the NAPL to a gas phase due to volatilization and to the water phase due 

to dissolution are taken into account. The mode1 has been verified against available 

analytical and experimental results. It is hoped that the mode1 will provide further insight 

into the mechanics of the system while providing a useful assessrnent tooi for the 

evduation of NAPL contaminant migration in the subsurface region. 



The mode1 developed here has the following characteristics and capabilities: 

Simultaneous simulation of the flow of water, NAPL and air. The gaseous phase 

andor nonaqueous phase may be absent in the simulation. 

The gas phase may be considered as a compressible or an incompressible fluid. 

The mode1 may be used in heterogeneous porous media. 

Using the method of support-operators allows treatment of irregular boundaries. The 

method is based on an integral formulation and conservation of variable quantities is 

t hus assured. 

Extended Van Genuchten relationships are used to define the capillary pressure- 

saturation and the conductivity-saturation relationships. 

A variable time step is used to increase the efficiency of solution. 

A FORTRAN 90 compiler which is Microsofl Powerstation@ 4.0 is used to compile 

the program. 

For graphical outputs Microsofl Excel@ and SURFER@ are used to create graphs 

and contour lines, respectively. 

The limitations of the mode1 are as folows: 

Solute transport due to convection, dispersion and diffusion is not considered either in 

water or the gas phase. 



Hyaeresis in the constitutive relationships is not taken into account. 

NAPL is a single component fluid. 

Dissolution and volatilization are only considered from the NAPL to the water and to 

the gas phase, respectively and is calculated in the sink term. 

The mode1 does not consider biodegradation, decay and adsorption/desorption 

A laboratory experiment was conducted in the Hydrodynamic Laboratory of the ~ c o l e  

Polytechnique de Montréal for &rther validation of mode1 in a multi-layered soil. 



CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REMEW 

The Bow of NAPL has primarily been of hterest to petroleum engineers. The first 

recognition of NAPL movement in groundwater as a two-phase fiow phenomenon is 

attributed to Van Dam (1967). Several models were subsequently developed to 

mathernatically descnbe the immiscible flow of lighter than water NAPL in the subsurface. 

2.1 Experimental models 

Van der Waarden et ai. (1971) studied the tl;uisfer of hydrocarbons f?om a residual oil zone to 

tnckling water with an experimental model. They used a pack of non-adsorbing glas as a mil 

model. Experhents were Camed out with very d amounts of a gas oil dihate, 2- 

isopropylphenol as a model for transfierable components and with actuai minera1 oil produas: 

gasohe, kerosene, and gas 08. They found that exffactable components are leached out f?om 

the oil zone by trickling water at a rate which is determineci by the partition co&cient of the 

components and by the watedoil ratio. When the gkss particles were replaced by naturai dune 

sand, the tramfier of oil componeats was delayed by adsorption and their concentmion in the 

drain water decreased correspondingiy. 



A series of laboratory sand column experiments was conducteci by Hunt et al. (1988) to 

evaiuate the NAPL mobilization by water flood& the dissolution behavior in a multi 

component separate phase, and the displacement of residuals by stem propagation through the 

sand pack Experimemts with trichloroethylene, a benzene-toluene mixture, and a commercial 

gasoline, showed that water flow at rates as high as 15 d d a y  c d d  not displace the separate 

phase lipuids. These expriments demonstnited the fea~~iility of aeam injection for & i v e  

recovery of separate phase liquid contamuiants. 

To determine the relative importance of gaseous transpon mechanisrns, SwaiIow & Gschwend 

(1983) completed laboratory Bcperiments using volatile organic compounds (VOCs). They 

concluded that vapor transport wuld be modeled by Fickian diffiision. 

Johnson (1988) used a large scale, threedimensional physical mode1 to study transport 

mechanisms of VOCs. He discovered si@cant advective flow due to demity effêcts when 

the permeability of the soi1 was greater than lu1' cm-* and the relative vapor density of the 

VOC to air was approximateiy 1.2 or greater. 

Two-dimensional physical modeling of diesel fbel leaks in sand tanks was used by Johnson and 

Kreamer (1994) to detennine liquid and vapor migration characteristics. 

The dissolutio~~ of organic liquid aitrapped in mer-saturated glas beads was measured by 

M e r  (1 990) for pure tohiaie and a benzene-toluene mkîure. The dissotution of the benzme- 



toluene mixture dernonstrated the change in aqueous concentration in response to the changing 

organic tiquid composition. Up to the point where the avaiiable imerfacial are- limited the 

trader, difusion within the organic liquid did not affect mass trader. 

AMable (1991) conducteci soi1 column experiments with soil containing three fluid phases, air, 

water, and gasoîine, which were designed to simulate conditions in the unsaturated zone. 

Modeling the selective transport obmed  in experiments indicated that the majority of 

benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, mBipqkne, o-xylene, and naphthalene removai couid be 

sirnulateci acceptably using a chernical eqabriurn based approach. 

AEossaiI (1986) investigated the effèct of viscous forces and capiilaxy forces on residual water 

saturation by conducting an expehental study of displacement of the wetting phase by a non- 

wetting phase. The experimental results showeâ that the residual water saturation was 

independent of flow rate when low viscosity oil displami water in either high or low tension 

systems. A new dimensionless number was developed to indicate the effects of oil viscosity, 

flow rate and the interfàcial tension. 

Multicomponent transport of methane and trichloroethylene through air was examinecf by Abu- 

El-Sha'r (1993) under isobaric and non-isobaric conditions. He used experimental 

measurements to aaluate the appticabiiity of three d5sionai transport modeis: Fick's law, the 

St&-Maxwell equations, and the Dusty Gas Mode1 (DGMJ. Cornparisons hdicated that for 

isobaric conditions, all models couid accuratdy predict the measured fluxes- For non-isobarïc 



conditions, signifiant slip flux transport was observed and ail models underestimateci the 

measured fluxes. 

Zhou (1994) conducted long-term and large-de a<periments to evaluate the migration of 

diesel and JP-5 fùeIs in sand and soü media in three dimensions. The hansport of diesel in a 

sand medium was observed to be slower than that of JP-5 in both the horizontal and the 

vertical directions. Fuel transport in soi1 was more Wted than in sand. The concentrations 

m m e d  in the contaminateci soi1 were much higher than that in sand. 

A two-dimensionai, rnultiphase flow experiment was conducted in the laboratory by Van Geel 

and Sykes (1994a). The saturation distniution of a lighter than water nonaqueous phase Iiquid 

as it rnigrated through a variably satunueci sand medium was determineci using image analysis 

techniques. The capiilary pressures recorded by the pressure transducers were used to 

calculate the phase saturations based on a M y  hysteretic capillasr pressure-saturation 

algorithm. The static equilin~m capdhry pressure-saturation relationships proved to be 

invalid irnmediately ahead of the LNAPL fiont. The capillary pressure-saturation relationships, 

appeared to be dyaamic for short pends of time as the LNAPL fiont aniveci at each 

transducer location The presence of a trapped air phase as the LNAPL migrated through the 

unsaturateci zone cl- afkcted the migration of the LNAPL and the maximum LNAPL 

saturation reached in the sand medium. 



Table ( 2 4 . i ~  a su- of the experimental works that was identifieci during the present 

l i t e r ~ e  search. It may be concluded that: 

Dissolution of hydrocart,ons âom a residual oii zone to water could be determineci by the 

partition coefficient of compounds and by the watedoil ratio. 

+ NAPL vapor transport may acceptably be modeled by Fickian diffusion law. 

+ NAPL removal may be acceptably simuiated using a chexnical equiliiirium based approach. 

&duai water sahiration was independent of flow rate when low viscosity oil displaced 

water. 



Table (2.1) Summary of experimental models 

Hunt et al. (1988) 

Swdow & Gschwend (1983) 

Johnson, RL. (1988) 

Johnson & Kreamer (1994) 

M o d  (1 986) 

Abu-El-Shdr (1 993) 

Zhou (1 994) 

Van Geel and Sykes (1994) 

Dissolution of hydrocarbons fiom a residual oil zone to 
tricküng water 

Dissolution of NAPL in water and stem propagation 

Gaseous transport mechanisms 

Transport mechanisrns of VOCs 

2D physid mode1 to determine iiquid and vapor migration 
characteristics 

Dissoldon of pure toluene and a benzene-toluene mixture 
entrapped in water-saturateci glas beads 

Soi1 column experiments with soi1 wntaining three fluid 
phases: air, water, and gasoline, which were designed to 
simulate conditions in the unsaturateci zone 

The effect of viscous forces and capiiiary forces on residual 
water saturation 

Evaluate the applicabiiity of three dEÙsional transpon 
models: Fick's Iaw, the Stefàn-Maxwell equations, and the 
Dusty Gas Mode1 @CM) 

To evaiuate the migration of diesel and JP-5 Ws in sand and 
soi1 media in three dimensions 

W), multi~hase flow emerirnent with LNAPL 



2.2 Analytical and numerical models 

In the petroleum industry, ablack oil simulatom were developed to simulate multi- 

dimensional, non-deady, three phase flow systems. In these models, water, oil, and gas were 

included. Fiow equations for the three phases were &en with respect to pressure in each 

phase and in the formulation, ail the reactions and nonadvective flux t m s  were dropped. 

Solution techniques were 6rst presented by Sheldon et al. (1959) and Stone and Gardner 

(1961) by a so called imphcit pressure-arplicit saturation (MES) method. A second solution 

technique tenned the Shdtaneous Solution (SS) was introduced by Douglas et al. (1959) and 

extended by Coats et al. (1967) and Sheffield (1969). Stability restrictions on the time step 

were the major problem with these methods. 

The final group of models that appeared in the oil industry were compositional models. These 

models Zmulate both the flow and transport of major species that exist in oil reservoirs and the 

interactions among them. These models are highiy complicated and suffer i?om the same 

problems of «black oil simulators» (Al-Sheriadeh, 1993). 

Recent imerest by hydr01ogists and hydrogeologists in this field has been rnotivated by the 

possible disuption of water supply systems that may result as a consequence of an accidental 

oil spill. Their work is generaUy f W  on modehg the flow, transport, remediation, and 



recovery of the oil conraminants fiom the nibsurfke at levels above, below and within the 

water table. 

Models in this area are grouped into three categories. The first group is analytical or 

semi-dytical and was developed in the early 1970's to describe the behavior of fuel oil 

spills in the subsurface. Ail models in this category mat the Unmiscible 80w of chemicaf 

as a sharp interface problem with negligible smearing effects. The second group relaxes 

the sharp interface assumption and incorporates the capillary effect. The third group 

incorporates interphase transfer of mas, in addition to simple descriptions of the aqueous 

phase and vapor phase transport processes. 

2.2.1 Sharp interface approach 

The sharp interface approach or a piston flow model, which develops a time-distance profile 

for NAPL, is based on Darcy's law. Buckiy and Leverett (1942)' Mull(1971), Dracos (1978), 

Reible & illangasekare (1989), and El-Kadi (1992 and 1994) developed analytical and semi- 

anaiyticai approximations to d m i e  the t h e  evoIution of a petroleum spiil. The assumptions 

hcluded in the sharp interface approach are as foliows (Ei-Kadi, 1992): 

1. The NAPL gas phase is assumai to be at constant pressure so only the liquid phase is 

modeled. 
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A sharp transition between NAPL-saturateci and the dry condition is assumed; hence, the 

saturation-capflary relation is ideaiized as a rectangle. 

Only air is displaced by infiltrathg NAPL in the unsaturated zone. 

The displacernent of fluids is assumed as a piston flow, i.e., one fluid replaces the other, 

and hence only one mobile fluid rnay sOst at a @en location. 

For onedimensional infiltration, laterai spreading is ignored, i.e., the flow is assumed to be 

stnctly vertical. 

The water table is assumed to be too deep to have an influence on NAPL transport. This 

could be a serious limitation in some cases due to the large pressure gradient in water, 

which may affiéct NAPL movement. 

CompresslVity eff- of the matmC and fluids are ignored. 

The main advantages of this approach are, f h t  the iimited data requkernent and second, the 

ease of mode1 formulation and use. 

Hoizer (1976) used Hantush's theory for the fomtion of a fresh-water lem in an unconfinecl 

saline aquifér to analyze the decay of an oil lem overlying a m e r  table. The theory is 

restricted to an isotropie meùia, a static and thîck unconfined aquifer, no iminobilization of 

other fluids, and is based on the Dupuit assumption. Although undoubtedly oversimpIified, the 

theory when applied to a subsurface oil spill, nevezthekss hdps in the under~tatldhg of the 

temporal evohhon of the oil lais. For this purpose, oil replaces âesh water and fresh water 

replaces the saline water in the theory. The @on descrihg the growth of the lem is: 



EL, = distance fiom base of lais to k6tia.I water table; 

= w/26(1+6)K ; 

= K6W4; 

= (yf - YOYYO ; 

= dimension of square recharge area ; 

= a weighted mean of areai distribution of the depth to the interface during a period of 

flow at the end of which the distrïïution of thickness of the spi11 is desired ; 

= permeabdity (LT') ; 

= porosity ; 

= time ; 

= recharge rate ; 

= s p d c  weight of eesh water and oil, respectively. 

Hochmuth and Sunada (1985) also deve1oped a numerical model based on the salt/fiesh water 

analogy to simulate the behavior of two phase immisM%Ie fiuids in ground water systems for 

specific applidon to hydrocartX,~ spills and leaks. The model was a two-dimensional areal 

flow model using the fide elemmt method. The vdcaUy downward migmtion of the oil was 



not sirnulatecf in the two dimensional a d  model. bstead, the horizontal spread of the oil fier 

reaching the water table was evai~ed.  The physical assumptions used to formulate the 

problem and th& effect on the system were: 

1 .The Dupuit-Forchheimer approximation with a sûictly horizontal flow 

2. The Qow of each phase obeys Darcy's law 

3. The capiiiq pressure-saturation m e  is idealized and is constant over the study area. 

The validity of the model was demonstrated by cornparhg results with an anaiytical 

solution on@y developed for fresh-water lenses in island aquifers and a laboratory 

investigation. 

2-22 lmrniscible phase approach 

Because of the limitation of the first approach, other researchers applied numencal models iike 

«black o h  resewoir simulators to simuiate fluid flow with the provision of a transition zone 

within which a number of phases are mobile. This approach couples the equations for the 

water-NAPL-gas system and includes coostihmve relations for sahiration and relative 

permeabfity. 

Two-dimensional equtions for flow in a vertical plane have been developed by Faust (1985). 

The fÛliy implicit eqyations are solved by a direct matrk technique and Newton-Raphson 

i t d o n  for the nonlinear temis. His mathematical model is based on a simplification that 



follows from the same assumption used in Richard's equation, narnely that pressure gradients 

in the air are n@gi'ble and that the air pressure is at its atmospheric value. The conventional 

three-phase flow mode1 has three goveming partial Werential equations for water, gas, and the 

nonaquenus liquid. The use of the simplifying assumption for hanrdous waste applications 

elMinates the explicit treatment of the gas (air) equation. Since the goveniing equations are 

nonlinear and strongiy wupled, the elimination of the air equation results in a numerical mode1 

that is les acpensive to use. The most sigmficam ~ p ~ g  assumption is that pressure in the 

air phase is atmospherk. For the shalow system it is also appropriate to assume Uiat densities 

and viswsities are pressure independent. Volatilization of the nonaqueous fluid is treated by 

conside~g it as a source/& tenn. The two-dimeonal mode1 is based on a finite clifference 

scherne utilizing a block-centered grid that dows variable spacing and approximation of 

irregular georneûy. Depth is not neçessarily aligned with the vertical direction. This permits 

simulation of a sloping aswfer. An Anplicit treatment leads to a system of 2N nonlinear 

equations for each time sep. Each grid block is wmected to, at most, four adjacent blocks so 

that each eqpation has a msurimwn of 5 unknown grid block values for both pressure and 

saturation, or 10 unknowns per equaîion This set of noniinear equations is hearized using a 

residuat formulation with Newton-Raphson iteration Application of the Newton-Rapbson 

procedure to the noalhear ciifference equations produces a system of Iinear equations that 

requires a solution for each itedon. The coefficient maük of the linearjzed equation is 

banded but nonsymmetrk The matrix equation is solved using the Gauss-Doolinle 

decomposition for a banded mau.ix (Faust, 1985). 



Osborne & Sykes (1986) developed a two phase, two dimensional model by using the finite 

element technique. Fluids and matrix wmpressiilities were negiigi'ble. Linear, isoparametric, 

quadrilateral elements were used and the set of partial Merential equations was solved by the 

method of weighted residuals. The resulthg set of nonlinear equatibns was resolved by a 

Newton-Raphson iteraîive teciinique. This model was applied to a field-contaminated site at 

the Hyde Park landfiil in New Jersey. Simulation results significamly underpredicted the extent 

of the NAPL saturation observeci in field testing. 

Kuppusarny et al. (1987) developed a finite element model for muhiphase flow through soil. 

The solution procedure used backward tirne integation with iteration by a rnodified Picard 

method to fiandle the nonlinear properties. The model was used to simulate laboratoly 

experiments and a hypothetical field case involving NAPL near the soil surface due to Ieakage 

fkom an underground storage tank 

A finite element model was presented by Rajapaksa (1988) to simulate muitiphase immiscible 

fluid flow in two and three dimensional hetemgeneous oil reservoirs with irregular boundaries. 

The effêct of gravity, rock compressliiiity and fluid compressi'biiity was incorporateci. The 

finite element method was used to discretize the spatial do& The formulation of three-node 

trianguiar, fou-node isoparametric quadrilateral and eight-node isoparametric brick elements 

was presented. The total simulation time is divided into equal small t h e  increments. The 

UnkIlown variables are approximated as a polynod fimcîion of time over eadi time 



incfement, Thus a forward itmtive scheme is used to advance the solution fiom one time 

inmement to the next. A cornputer program was developed for the finite element mode1 used 

to analyze the flow chatacteristics of cornplex oil reservoks. The program has the capacity to 

selectively refine the finite elememt mesh in appropriate subregions of the dornain (i.e., the 

surrounding area dong the mohg interface between the fluids, which is cded the Duid 

i n t h )  and to remove the mesh refinement in regions where it is not neces- (i.e., regions 

which are fùlly saturated). In this study the appropriate regions were selected based on the 

saturation of the injecteci fluid. The fluid interfàce is defined as the region in which the injecting 

nuid saniration is between 0.4 and 0.8, the M y  saturated region is dehed where this 

sahiration is pa t e r  than 0.9. The ability to selectively refine or marsen the finite element 

mesh is attempted ody if three-node trianguiar elements and the four-node isoparametric 

quadrilateral elements are used to discretize the domain. 

A two dimensional finite element mode1 was also deveioped by Kaluarachchi & Parker (1989). 

A Galerkin weighted residual approach together with an upstream weighting technique was 

used to predict simuItaneous flow of water and oil in a three fluid phase system with gas 

assumeci at constant pressure. Picard and Newton-Raphson iteration were used and it was 

concluded that both schemes provided smilar acairacy. They adyzed several example 

problems to show the acairacy of th& model by checkhg that the mass balance deria is 

d e d  within each phase of the system Compt ion  of large amounts of CPU time was 

th& main p r o b h  



Chang (1991) developed a multiphase unsawed zone contaminant transport (MUCT) model 

to simulate the simultaneous vertical flow of water and a second irnrnisci%le fluid in unsatwated 

porous media. The model couples muhiphase flow equations with a multiphase solute 

transport equation. The muhiphase flow equations were solved semi-analyticaiiy by applying 

finite merence computations. Muhiphase solute transport was governeâ by a simplified t h e -  

phase flow advection-dispersion equation. The solute transport equation is solved analyticaily 

under the assumptions of a steady flow field and local partition equilibrium between phases. 

The white transport is assumai to be strictly one dimensional; only longitudinal advection and 

dispersion are included. The model was evaluated by applying generic examples, mas  balance, 

and sensitivity analyses to demonstrate the potenid application of the model. 

Wu et al. (1994) developed a numerical model in which the mathematicai formulation was 

based on vertical integration of the three-dimensional two-phase flow equtions. The concept 

of gravity-capillaq vertical equiliîriurn (GCVE) in which a vertical balance of gravitational and 

capillary forces is assumai was hcurporatd w i t h  th& formulation.. Simulation examples 

were provided to d e r n o m e  mode1 verifidon and ut%@. 

2.2.3 Interphase mass transfer approach 

Corapcioglu and Baehr ( 1985, 1987% 1987b, 1987c) presented a series of models to simulate 

immi';m%1e contaminant transport m soüs. The fini model was a single cd mode1 as a 
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simplified version of a generalized system (Corapcioglu and Baehr, 1985). The entire system 

was represented by a single element. Such an approach yields conservative estimates of a 

single constituent contaminant as only advective solute transport is allowed. The model has 

been applied to study the fhte and transport of individual hydrocarbon constituents in an 

unsaturated zone. The results predict the concentrations of each hydrocarbon in all phases in 

space and time allowing the user to estimate the amounts of hydrocarbons which enter the 

underlying aquifkr or which leave the soil via volathtion into the atmosphere. In developing 

the model, they assumed that: 

The phune may be approximated by a series of rectangular blocks with one-dimensional 

transport for each block; 

After the discovery of a contamination incident, the source has been discontinued and the 

immiscible fluid is immobile, that is, the plume boundaries are not hctions of time; 

fluid phases are isothermal and isobaric; 

soil water is at eqdcbrium with the immisciile phase; 

there is no partitioning of the contaminant into air or adsorbed phases; 

in the water phase, only advection transport is considered, cMLsive and dispersive fluxes 

are neglected; 

the comaminating hydrocarbon is represented by a single wastituent. 

They found that model predictions were very seasitive to the soil complexity and furthermore, 

that sensitivity was a function of the thennodyaamic properties of the cornaminam. The single 



cd model yields very conservative estimates, as much as two to four timcs that of the 

genefalized model and sometimes higher. This is due to the tiia that they negiected the 

vaporization in the air phase and wnsidered oniy the advective transport in the water. 

In their second model, Conipcioglu and Baehr (1 987) developed a mathematical formulation to 

d m i e  the transport and fate of a petroleum product. Transport of the contaminants can 

occur as sotutes in soi1 water? vapors in the imerstitd air, and as unaltered comituents in the 

oil phase. Goverring equations were obtained by developing consewation of mass equations 

for the water. air, and oil phases, and for each contaminant constituent. An equilibriwn model 

was assumeci to partition constihient m a s  between the air, oil, water, and adsorbed phases. 

This Zmplified the mathematical complexity of the rnodei, as phase specific consemation of 

mas equations (a kinetic description) were then not required to desmie the contaminant 

transport. A method for estimahg upper bound biodegradation rates was incorporateci into 

the model by considerhg the nibsurface transport of fie oxygen. Changes in the composition 

of the phases due to mass d e r  f?om nahiral chernical systems (e.g., water vapor, dissolvecl 

soil gases, carbonate systems) as well as other poss~'b1e pollutants were assumeâ to be 

negiigriIe. Soiid archange is mediated by only a wetihg aqueous phase (water) in soils. The 

advectivedspenbe mode1 was applied to quant@ the mass flux for the ind~duai constituents 

of the fluid phases. 

A numerid sohmon to the goveming equations was also presented by Baehr and Corapcioglu 

(1987). This sohrtion, obtained by ushg a hite Merence scherne and a rnethod of forward 



projection to evaluate nonlinear coefficients, provideci esthates of the flux of solubalized 

hydrocarbon coIIStiIUents to groundwater fkom the portion of spa which rernains trapped in the 

soi1 der  routine remdiai ef'Eorts to recover the product have ceased. The procedure was used 

to solve the one-dimensional (vertical) form of the system of nonlinear partial differentiai 

equations defining the transport for each constituent of the product. They assumeci h o b i l e  

oil and air phases. They also assumeci that the immisaible phase is an insi@cant mode of 

transport and neglected abiotic transformations. Other assumptions were a constant water 

flux, constant density of the water phase, and a homogeneous, isothermal soi1 with d o m i  

rnoisture content. 

An analytical solution to a one-dllnensional clifhiion equation was the third model developed 

by Baehr (1987) to examine the sensitivity of vapor and solute migration on partition 

wefl[i&nts and rnoisture content. There was no source or sink for immisciile cotlstituents due 

to rnolecular transformation and the immiscible phase was at residual saturation. The air phase 

was assumed to be at atmospheric pressure and the porous medium was supposed 

homogeneous, isotropie, and under isothermal conditions. Equilicbrium approximations were 

employed to partition contaminant rnass between the air, water, and adsorbeci phases outside 

the region contaminateci by the organic litp.id phase. Signifiant différences in the predicted 

transport between substances covering the range of possible partition co&cients justined the 

developrnent of a higher-dimensional model for practical applications. Transport of gasoline 

constinients was simulateci using the radially symmetric algorithm to iden@ those constituents 

with a high groundwater contamhtion p o t e  Aromaîic constmienis of gasoline dominate 



the total hydrocart,on mass partitioned in the water in the unsaturated zone due to their high 

watedair partition coefficients relative to nonaromatic constituents. As the spill a g a ,  aromatic 

dominance inmeases as nonaromatic wnstihients h d  th& way more rapidly into the 

atmosphere. Because arom8fic constituents are more soluble than nonasomatic constituents 

are, the signifiant hydrocarbon flux to the amiosphme does not resuit in a cornmensurate 

decline in groundwater contamination potential. 

A comprehensive approach to the modehg of a chernical contamination was developed by 

Abriola and Pinder (398%). With their approach, they could determine both fluid saturations 

and poliutant concentrations in each phase as functions of space and t h e  in a heterogeneous 

porous medium. They also dweloped a one-dimerisional numerical mode! which was designed 

to solve theÛ systern of governing equations. They assumeci that the contaminant phase could 

consist OS at rnost, two orgaaic species. One of them is assumeci nonvolatile and insoluble in 

water. The other species rnay be a more volatile wmponent, capable of crossing phase 

boundaries. Three other system components were mil, air, and water. Each of these 

components was assumed to aria in a single phase: the solid (s), gas (g), and water (w) phases, 

respectively. Thus, neither the formation and migration of water vapor nor the adsorption of 

water onto soi1 particles was included. There was also no consideration herein of possible 

adsorption or biological decay of species. Th& anal* was restnaed to contaminanu that 

are oniy dishtty water soluble. Under th restriction, any changes in water properties (such as 

dem5t-y or viscosity) due to the presence of soluble organics or the exchange of these organics 

with other phases will be very small and can be neglected. Using volume averaghg theory, 



equations goveming such migration were developed h m  basic conservation of mas prhciples 

for a two-cornpanent contamlliating phase. The resulting equations fom a system of three 

noniinear partial Merenfial equations in five unlcnowns: Pm, P, , wO, 0 2 ~ ,  wzW . ûn the bais 

of the concept of local eqdiirium bnween the phases, two consbaints relating mass fiactions 

were formulateci to close this mathematid system. 

The numerical rnodel of Abriola & Pinder (1985a) dves a system of equations usllig a 

technique thaî is known as the ''Simuitaneous solution" (SS) method. This method is g e n d y  

fornulad using a finite ciifference discretization of the goveming equations. hoperties of the 

SS method have been examinecl in the oil industry literaîwe for various linearized versions of 

the inmiscible flow equations. An implicit finite difference sirnuitanmus solution scheme is 

used to solve the system of govemhg equations. The standard or 'tanable tangent" Newton- 

Raphson method was the iterative scheme employed in their model. Dirichiet, or first-type 

boundary conditions, were incorporateci inîo the systern by replacing each mass balance 

equation at a boundary node i by an identity of the form 

Q uj li = ct 

where ai, and q, are specified. In addition to boundary conditions, a set of initial conditions 

must also be provided. For regions in which a fluid is absent, a finite, albeit very smaIl, initial 

saMation of the purportedly absent phase e&s everywhere in the domain The fùil system of 

mass balance equations may then be solved at every node. A minimum sahuaron value of IO-' 

was employed in tfieir work 



A h ,  Pinder & Abrioh, 1986 provided a broad oveMew of the problem of multiphase 

migration of organic chernicals in a porous medium. Equatiom goveming the movement of 

NAPL and water in a saturated-unsaturated groundwater reservoir were presented dong with 

a disaission of some of the theoretical underpinnings of these equations. They assumeci in their 

dwelopment that there are no chernical reactions other than adsorption; the porous medium 

matrix is rigid; there are no extemai sources or suiks; and the air phase is immobile. A two- 

dimensional finite Merence numerical model was used to sixnulate TCE migration. 

Sheng (1986) developed a finite element model for multiphase flow through soi1 involwig 

three immiscible fluids: namely air, water, and an organic fluid. A variational method was 

employed for the finite element formulation correspondhg to the coupled Werentid equations 

govemhg the now of the fluid phase porous medium system with constant air phase pressure. 

Constitutive relationships for fluid conductivities and saturations as ~ c t i o m  of fluid pressures 

which may be calibrateci âom two-phase laboratory measurements, were employed in the finite 

elernenî program The solution procedure used iteration by a modifieci Picard rnethod to 

handle the noniinear properties and the backward method for a stable time Uitegration. 

Laboratoiy experiments involving mil columns inmally sanirateci with water and displad by 

p-cymene (a benzene-derivative hydroarbon) under constant pressure were simulateci by the 

finite element model for validation purposes and for forrmlatiotion of the constmitive properties. 

Transient m e r  outtlow predicted ushg independ- measured capiliary head-saturation data 

agreed w d  with observed outtlow data. Two-dimensiod Smulations were presented for 



eleven hypothetical field cases involving introduction of an organic fluid near the soil d a c e  

due to leakage kom an underground storage tank The subsequent transport of the organic 

0uid in the variably saturateci vadose and groundwater zones was analyzeâ. 

A model was dweloped to solve for the mer  phase flow together with the transport and 

density dependent gas phase flow and transport by Sleep and Sykes (1989). The expressions 

for dissolution, volatjhtion, and gas-liquid partitioaing, ernploying the concept of an overail 

mass d e r  coetncient, were incorporateci into their moâel. The set of partial Werential 

equations devdoped by them was solved for a two-dimensional, vertical cross section ushg 

the Galerkin method of weighted residuais. The nonlinear water flow equations were soived 

iteratively, ushg a modified Newton-Raphson technique with an Aitken accelerator. The 

importance of gas phase processes in increasing n;bsurfàce contamination f?om volatile 

organics, and in dissipating residuai amounts of these substances, was demonstrateci. 

A theoretid investigation of &on &&hg the gas phase transport of evaporating organic 

liquids in the unsaturatecl zone was presented by Falta et al. (1989). Their numerical 

simulatons showed that mass transfer due to demky-driven flow rnay dominate the gas phase 

transport of some or@c chernical vapors in the usaiunteci mne. 

Ryan & Cohen (1991) presented a one-dimensional multiphase mass transport model for the 

migration of NAPL containhg sparingly water solubIe organics in the umatumed soi1 zone. 

Their modei consisted of a two-phase mnnisci%le flow model Wed to a four-phase chexnicd 



transport model. The coupled equations of the system were reananged in dirnensionless fom 

to explore the driving forces in the flow and transport mechanisms in the porous media. Three 

resulting pamal dineential equations were sulved by a trapezoidal finite difference scheme. 

For trachg and locating the fiont, they linked the dimensionles equations of flow to a mas 

balance equation, and solved them simdtmeody for fiont location and saturation. 

A 2D finite element model was developed to simulate 2-phase flow in heterogeneous media by 

Al-Sheriadeh (1993). In this model the pressure head to each &iid phase was selected as the 

primary Vanable for discretization. Formulation based on these variables will produce a proper 

basic irreducible form that ensures that wntinuity and compatibility conditions will be satisfied 

quite easily in any media To avoid stability problerns, a fllll impliat scheme in tirne was used 

with an adaptive time stepping procedure to enhance model practicaiity. Emphasis was placed 

het erogeneous cases forcing and conditions in the 

bais fùnctions. To reduce mass balance error, he evaluated the capacity t e m  using the mean 

head analytic scheme proposed by Osborne and Sykes (1986). This scheme reduces the error 

reasonabiy wel with rapid convergence in cases of heterogeneous media This model was 

verified by comparing its r d t s  with an analytid solution developed by MeWhorter and 

Sunada (1991) for a horizontal flow in homogeneous media and to those of a numencal model 

developed by Kaluarachchi and Parker (1989) for vertid flow in a homogeneous medium- 

Bi- (1994) presented a two-dimensional mode1 of unsaturateci zone multiphase air-water 

flow and contaminant aansport. He used two approaches to write multiphase equations: with 



the two individuai phase pressures as dependent variables or using the global pressure- 

saturation approach of petroleum engineering. The two-pressure fonn of the equations was 

solved in two dimensions in both Cartesian and radial coordinates using a modifieci Picard 

linearhtion of the mixed form of the equaîions with a finite elernent method applied in space. 

In one dimension for incornpress~%le fluids the pressure-saturation equations simplified because 

the pressure equation reduces to a trivial orduiary différentiai equation, leaWig only the 

saairation equation to be solved numericaiiy. The saturation equation was wlved using a 

Modifieci Method of Characteristics (MMOC). A volatüe contamlliant was assumed to be 

transporteci in either phase or in both p h  sirnultaneously. The contaminant partition 

between phases was descxicbed with an eqwlibium distnibution dven by Henry's Law or via 

kinetic mas transfer. The rdting equations were solved using two methods: a lurnped-in- 

tirne Galerkin finite element method using reduced integration, and the Eulerian Lagrangian 

Localized Adjoint Method (ELLAM). Both methods were applied in one and two dimensions 

and their relative ments were demonstrateci and discussed. The ELLAM uses finite volume 

test hctions and the method conserves m a s  both globally and locaiiy. It is show to have 

partidarly good performance for advection dominatecl problems in regions of sharp changes 

in saturation These could be overcome, but only at the expaise of these difEailties and is 

cleariy favored over the finite element solution 

Weaver et al. (1994) presenîed a model for simulation of subsurfàce releases of light 

nonaqueou phase liquids (LNAPLs). Transport of the NAPL through the unsaturated zone 

was assumed to be one-dimensional. Capillary pressure gradients were neglected except as 



they iduenced the infiltration of NAPL into the soil. The resulting equations for NAPL 

flow were hyperbolic and were solved by the generalized method of characteristics. The 

aquifer transport of the dissolved contaminant was simulated by using a two-dimensional, 

vertically averaged anaiytic solution of the advection-dispersion equation. The vertical 

extent of the contaminant was estimated fiom the recharge rate, ground water seepage 

velocity and vertical dispersivity, rather than assuming the contaminant is distributed over 

the entire aquifer thickness (Charbeneau et al., 1995). 

Van Geel and Sykes (1994b) developed a two-dimensional finite difference model to simulate 

the movement of a LNAPL spüI in a variably sahirated zone. The numerical model allowed a 

non-hysteretic, a partidy hysteretic and a M y  hysteretic solution. Their model results 

compared well with the laboratory data presented by Van Geel and Sykes (1994a). 

Guamaccia and Pinder (1997) developed a two and three dimensionai numerical model to 

simulate the transport and fate of NAPLs in nea. surface granular soils. Their mode1 

accommodates three mobile phases: water, NAPL and gas. The numerical solution 

algorithm is based on a H e d t  collocation finite element discretization. Particular 

attention was paid to the development of a sub-mode1 that describes three phase hysteretic 

pemeabiiity-saturation-pressure (k-S-P) relatioaships. The main disadvantage of this 

model is that the problem domain and individuai elements mua  have a rectangular shape. 

Mo,  it needs many parameters which are u d y  hard to measure in the real cases. 



A numerical model was developed by Munoz and Iramaval (1998) to describe the 

bioremediation of hydrocarbons in ground water asuiférs considering aerobic degradation. 

nie fiow equation is solved by means of an dtemating direction implicit finite ciifference 

rnethod and the transport equations for the three solutes (hydrocarbons, oxygen, and 

Mcrwrganisms) are solved by applying the method of characteristics separately to each of the 

solutes. The model was verified agallist some avaiiabie arperimental data. Sigdcant average 

relative errors were obtained fiom cornparison between leached and degraded inass predictions 

and the experirnental results. The Authon claimed that these differences may be due to the 

different conditions regarding the addition of nutrients in the columns, which were not 

accounted for in the model. 

This literature review was intended to give a basic background of previous works of other 

researchers in analyticd, experimental and numerical fields. As a r d t ,  analytical modeis are 

only suitable for simplifieci problem and are generaUy not appiicable for the adysis of 

complicated real wodd problems. Physical and scpermientstl models may be used for better 

understanding of phenornena but they carmot be used as prediction tools. The only rernaining 

option is using numerical models. In the pas three decades, a si@cant amount of work 

devoted to this a m  has been r d k d .  However, most of the models in this group focus on a 

parti& aspect of the problem, wlnch is the transport part. The others are fàr more 

mmphcated and even nifFér h m  stabiiity and convergence restrictions, which rnake them 

difficult to use for practical applications. In the foUowhg chapters, a numerid model of muhî 



phase flow in the vadose zone is presented based on a conservative finite difference scheme 

known as the method of supportsperaton. The most advantages of this method are its 

relative simplicity and also it may be used to constnict finite dinerence scheme on grids of 

arbitrary geometry. 

Table (2.2) Analytical and oumerid models 

Analytical Models 

Md (1971) 

Hoizer (1 976) 

Dracos (1978) 

Hochmuth & Sunada (1985) 

Corapciogiu & Baehr (1985) 

Baehr (1987) 

R a i e  & Illaogase!Icare (1 989) 

Ryan & Cohen (1991) 

McWhorter & Sunda (1 99 1) 

El-Kadi (1 994) 

Wu et al. (1994) 

Finite Difference models 

Faust (1985) 

Abriola & Pinder (1 98%) 

Baehr & Corapcioglu (1 987) 

Chang (1991) 

Van Geel & Sykes (1994b) 

Munoz & Irarrazaval(1998) 

Finite Elemen t Models 

Osborne & Sykes (1 986) 

Sheng (1 986) 

Kuppusamy et al. (1 987) 

Rajapaksa (1 988) 

Kaluarachchi&Parker ( 1989) 

Sleep & Sykes ( 1 989) 

Katyal et ai. (1991) 

Al-Sheriadeh (1 993) 

Binning ( 1 994) 

Guarnaccia & Pinder (1 997) 



CHAPTER III 

MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF NON-AQUEOUS PHASE 

LIQUIDS (NAPLs) MOVEMENT IN POROUS MEDIA 

In this chapter, mechanics and mathematics of the movement of non-aqueous phase liquids 

and their behavior in the subsurface are presented. In the vadose zone, consideration of 

NAPL migration must account for the interactions between the NAPL, the water, and the 

air. In the groundwater zone, interaction between the NAPL and water phases are 

important. 

The entry of NAPL into porous media is controlled primanly by capillary phenomena 

arising fiom the faas that an interfacial tension is present between two mutuaily 

immiscible fiuids (e.g. &/NAPL or water/NAPL), and that the pores are smd.  In 

addition, the wettability of the waterNAPLlsolid system influences the conditions under 

which a NAPL enters a given permeable geologic medium. Wettability refers to the 

preferential spreading of one fluid over solid surfaces in a two-fluid system. Whereas the 

wettuig fluid will tend to coat solid surfaces and occupy smaller openings in porous media, 

the nonwetting fluid wîlI tend to be constmcted to the larger openings (Cohen and Mercer, 

1993). Most NAPLs of interest are non-wetting on geologic solids with respect to water, 

but wetting with respect to air. The forces driving subsurface NAPL movement depend 

on the density and viscosity of the NAPL, the pressures resulting fkom its release into the 



subsurface, the invinsic and relative permeabiïty of the geological medium, capiiiary 

pressure, and the degree of NAPL saturation of the pore space in the medium. For NAPL 

movement to occur in wet media, these dnving forces must overcome the capillary 

resistance. The NAPL in the larger pore openings must deform to pass through smaller 

pore throats to reach other pore openings. The pressure required for this deformational 

movement is the entry pressure. The value of the entry pressure is proportional to the 

interfacial tension between the NAPL and the water, and inversely is proportional to the 

size of the pore throats. 

In the most general case, the equations goveming the migration of NAPLs, in air and 

water, subject to mass transfer across phase boundaries, can be assembled fiorn the 

foilowing mass balance equation for the chernical component k in phase a (Kueper and 

Fnnd, 1996): 

where 0, is the hction of bulk volume occupied by the a phase, p, is the average mass 

density of a phase a>; is the mass kaction of component k in the a phase, V, is the 

velocity of the a phase in the i-th direction, Pqi is the non-advective flux of k in the a 

phase in the i-th direction, 1; represents the trander of k due to phase change and 



difision across phase boundaries, and lQa is is the net m a s  transfer per unit porous 

media volume into(+) or out of (-) phase a. The following expressions obviously hold: 

where n is the total number of components comprishg phase a and N is the total number 

of phases. 

The non-advective flux vector, Pi, , appearing in (3. l), accounts for the molecular 

diffusion and mechanical dispersion of component k within a given phase. It is often 

assumed that both of these are Fickian in nature and may be defined as(Kueper and Frind, 

1996): 

where t&j is a tensor of phase tortusity coefficients, DO'" is the fiee solution molecular 

diffiision coefficient of k in a, and D: is a mechanical dispersion tensor of k in a. 



Velocity may be obtained 6om Darcy's law which has been used successfully in the 

petroleum literature to mode1 multiphase fiow in porous media. The generalized fonn of 

Darcy's law for multiphase flow may be written as (Pinder & Abriola, 1986): 

where 

kü inthsic permeability tensor, a fùnction of the soi1 rnatrix [ L~ 1; 

kr.= relative permeability of the matrix to the phase a ( O s k, 5 1); 

dynarnic Mscosity of the a phase ; 

P, pressure of the a phase 

g vector of gravitational acceleration directeci downward [ L/T* 1. 

2 the vertical direction 

pa density w3] 

In order to cornpiete the set of equations required to represent NAPL migration in the 

subdace,  the various phase pressures must be coupled through capillary pressure 

relationships. For a general air-water-NAPL system, the foiiowing capillary pressures can 

be defined (Kueper and Frind, 1996): 



where the subscripts a, n, and w are taken to represent air, NAPL, and water, respectively. 

The phase saturation, S,, is expressed as a fiaction of pore space and is related to the 

phase volume fiaction by S, = 8, / 4 where 4 is the porosity of the medium and it is clear 

that : 

LNAPLs transport may be roughly divided into four processes: infiltration, mound 

formation, spreaduig in the direction of flowing water, and migration of dissolved NAPL 

in the saturated zone (El-Kadi, 1994). Spreading of NAPL atop the water table is 

assumed to occur at the end of mound formation, and to develop due to water-table 

gradient and pressure gradient. The latter is caused by NAPL accumulation under the 

source on the top of the capiUary fringe. 

By substituthg the equation (3.4) in (3.1) and neglecting the solute transport term in the 

equation (3.1). NAPL movement in the absence of mass t rader  for water (w), NAPL (n), 

and air (a), is based on the following partial differential equations, which can be created by 



summing equation (3.1) over ail components cornpnsing a given phase for a two 

dimensional Cartesian dornain (Katyal et al. 199 1 ): 

where h, = P, / (& g) is the water height- equivalent pressure head of phase a; and P', is 

the density of pure water. 

Two constitutive relationships ofien used in the mathematical description of multi-phase 

tiquid flow in porous media are the capillary pressure and relative permeability of the 

system as bctions of saturation. Capiliary pressure-saturation and relative permeability- 

saturation relationships have been studied exiensively in soi1 science and Petroleum 

engineering. 



3.1 Saturation-pressure relations 

A variety of techniques are used in multiphase flow models for the estimation of these 

relationships. Almost the kst  equation to be used was Leverett's function (Leverett, 

194 1). It can be defined as: 

where 

J ( S W )  Leverett ' s function; 

interfacial d a c e  tension between the organic iiquid phase and the 

aqueous phase; 

When the systems have the same pemeability and porosity (kl = k2; EI = E ~ ) ,  Leverett's 

funaion simplifies to 



Hence, the capillary pressure at a given saturation for an organic liquid-water system can 

be generated fkom, for example, the air-water capillary pressure-saturation relationship for 

that soi1 by knowing the ratio of the tiquid-liquid interfacial tensions of the systems. 

As the capillary pressure increases, the saturation of the wening phase approaches some 

lllniting value, Sm. At this point, the wetting fluid loses its capability to move as a bulk 

phase in response to a hydraulic gradient and its movement is then dorninated by 

advective-diffusive transport as a dispersed phase in the nonwetting fluid. When o, = 0, 

only a single phase is present and, consequently, S, = O. Therefore, one rnight expect that 

as o, + O ,  S, + O. Yet, previous rneasurements do not always show this to be the 

case. 

Measurement and experiments of Demond and Roberts (1991) showed that the form of 

Leveren's fùnction is unable to estimate the residual saturation for organic liquid-water 

systems fiom air-water values, despite its ability to predia the displacement pressures for 

drainage and imbibition. 

One of the most popular fundons that empirically desmie the soil water retention curve 

is that of Brooks and Corey (1964): 



where 8, and 8. are the residual and saturateci water contents, respectively, a ir an 

empirical parameter cl) whose inverse is ofien referred to as the air entry value or 

bubbling pressure, and h is a pore-size distribution parameter afEecting the dope of the 

retention fùnction. Also, it may be written in dimensionless fom as follows: 

where Sw is the effective degree of saturation (O s Sw 5 1) (Cory, 1994): 

Several continuously differentiable equations have been proposed to improve the 

description of soi1 water retention near saturation. The most effective of them is the 

equation of Van Genuchten (1 980): 



where a and n are empirical constants of the retention curve and m = 1-Un. In a three 

phase systern this equation can be written as (Fdta, 1990): 

where p, is the scaling factor and may be approximated by the ratio of water surface 

tension to oil surface tension, p, is the scaling factor approximated by the ratio of water 

surface tension to oil-water interfacial tension, and Sn is effective NAPL saturation and is 

equal to: 

N m o  (1991) and Ross et al. (1991) found that the van Genuchten model is successful a 

high and medium water contents but often gives poor results at low water contents. This 

model does not account for the air entry value but does have an inflection point which 

dows better performance than the Brooks and Corey model for many soils, particularly 

for data near saturation (Assotdine et al., 1998). 



3.2 Permeabiiity-saturation relations 

The conductivity of the nonaqueous phase Liquid is related to the water conductivity by 

v-1 

where v is the kinematic viscosity 

When only part of the pore space is available for the flow of the chernical, the conductivity 

of the nonaqueous phase liquid must be modified by a relative permeability. Relative 

permeability is defined as the ratio of the phase pemeability (or conductivity) at the actual 

volumemc content to the penneability (or conductivity) under saturated (i.e. pore filled) 

conditions. The concept of relative permeability accounts for the tendency for fluids to 

interfere with one another as they flow (Domenico and Schwartz, 1990). 

K w = K  K 
rw SW 

where K, is the phase conductivity [UT']; K,, is the relative pemeability of phase p; and 

K, is the saturated conductivrty tensor for water Pt]. 



Accurate in situ measurements of the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity is usually 

expensive and the-consuhg . Using theoretical methods, w hic h predict the conductivi ty 

fiom more easily measured soil fluid retention data, is an alternative to direct 

measurements. Most of these models are based on statistical pore-size distribution 

models. Childs and Collis-George(l950), Burdine (1 953), MiIington and Quirk (1 96 l), 

and Mualem (1976) are some examples of this kind of models. Implementation of these 

predictive conducbvity models still requires independently measured soil fluid retention 

data. 

The use of analytical bctions in soil fluid flow studies allows for a more efficient 

representation and cornparison of hydraulic properties of different soils and soil horizons. 

Because of their simplicity and ease of use, they are very popular in numencal studies of 

unsaturated fIow. 

Leverett and Lewis (1941) reported the £irst experirnental investigation of relative 

permeability in tbree-phase systems. They concluded that relative permeability to water in 

water-oil-gas systems was a bct ion only of water saturation, while gas permeability was 

prirnarily dependent on gas saturation and only mildly dependent on water saturation. Oil 

permeability varied in a more cornplex marner with strong dependence on the saturation 

of all phases. Reible & Iilangasekare (1989) have observed that the correlation for relative 

permeability presented by Brooks and Corey adequately predict the relative permeability 

ofa  nonaqueous phase in an initially air and resîdual water filled vadose zone. In terms of 



fluid volumetric content (8), this relationship can be written for the infiltration phase 

(which is assumed wetting with respect to air) 

Here, b is a grain size parameter that varies from about 2.8 in sands to about 10 in clay 

soils (Baehr, 1984). Baehr (1984) based on the work of Brooks and Corey obtained the 

foliowing expressions for relative permeabilities: 

Because of the ciifIïculty in measuring three phase relative permeability, however, two 

phase data is ofken used to predict three phase relationships. Faust (1985) has presented a 

relationship for this purpose based on the work of Stone (1973) 



K = K* rn rnw 
rnw rnw 

Kool and Parker (1987) and Parker et al. (1987) have extended this approach to hysteretic 

relative permeabiiity and capillary pressure relationships. Parker et al. (1987) denved the 

folîowing relations fiom Mualem's (1 976) model: 

where Si and St are defined as follows: 

For the Van Genuchten model, Al-Sheriadeh (1993) presented the following relationships: 



Also, for the Brooks-Corey model he suggeaed: 

2+35 -- 

Typical curves showing both Van Genuchten and Brooks-Corey constitutive relationships 

for a soil with A. = 2 and the sarne soil with Van Genuchten parameter a = 0.04 cm*' and n 

= 3 -41 are shown in figure 3.1. The nonwetting fluid relative pemeabilities obtained by 

the B&C mode1 are Iower than the ones obtained by the VG model. Therefore, the 

advance of the nonwening fluid &ont in a domain, which is initiaily filied with the wetthg 

fluid, is expected to be slower using the B&G £Ûncbons than the one obtained with the VG 

fiinctions. Also, there is no signincant Merence between the VG models developed by 

Parker and Al-Sheriadeh and between B&G hctions used by Baehr and Al-Sheriadeh. 
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Figure (3.1) Typical curve showing the relative permeabüity function 

3.3 Mass transfer processes 

A variety of classical theories have been developed to predict mass trader rates across 

interphase boundaries. The application of these theories has been limited to very simple 

systems where the area of contact of the phases, the geometry of the phase interfaces and 

the dimiution of the phases withui the pores are known. In chernical engineering, mass 



trader processes in separation equipment are represented by ht-order expressions in 

which the mass transfer dnWig forces are proportional to the difference between 

equilibrium and actual concentrations. 

If represents the bulk concentration (mass/voIume of porous medium) of an 

immobilized organic compound in the porous medium, then the rate of dissolution of the 

organic compound cm be described by (Sleep & Sykes, 1989): 

where AD is the dissolution rate constant [l/T]; Cw is the concentration [MIL3] of organic 

compound in the water phase; and C, , is the equiiibrium concentration of the organic 

compound in the water  phase^^/^']. 

An expression similar to that used for dissolution rates was used for volatilkation of pure 

organic liquid into the air phase by Sleep & Sykes (1989). The rate of decay of the 

residual due to volatilkation is then 



where hv is the mass transfer coefficient for volatilkation of organic compounds in the 

vapor phase; Ca is the concentration in the gas phase; and C, , is the equilibrium 

concentration in the vapor phase, determined by the vapor pressure of the pure compound. 

Some dissolved contaminants may interact with the aquifer solids encountered dong the 

flow path through adsorption, partitionhg ion exchange, and other processes. In the case 

of some groundwater contaminants, such as cenain halogenated organic solvents, the 

interaction, called sorption, is often afEected in a signtncant way by only two factors: the 

contaminant's hydrophobicity (its antipathy to dissolving in water) and the @action of 

solid organic matter in the aquifer soiids (organic carbon content). In a homogeneous 

aquûer therefore, sorption of a hydrophobic organic solute should theoretically be 

constant in space and time. If the sorptive interaction is at equilibrium and completely 

reversible, the solute should move at a constant average velocity equal to the groundwater 

average velocity, divided by the "retardation factor". Such a contaminant is said to be 

linearly ret arded. 

The simple hydrophobic sorption and retardation mode1 may not be applicable in all cases. 

For example, sorption by mineml surfaces may approach or exceed that by the solid 

organic matter if the ratio of mineral d a c e  areas is large. In addition, there is evidence 

that in some cases, sorption equilibrium rnay require weeks or months and thus may not 

always be reached in the field. 



Certain organic groundwater contaminants can be biologically transformed by micro- 

organisms attached to soiid surfaces within the aquifer. The attached bacteria obtain 

energy and nutnents fkom the groundwater flowing by and may form a biofilm as their 

nurnbers increase. Energy for growth is obtained fiom oxidation of organic substrates or 

inorganic compounds, such as hydrogen or reduced forms of iron, nitrogen, or sulfur 

(Mackay et al., 1985). 

3.4 Cas compressibility 

When gas phase is considered in simulation, the gas compressibility may be taken into 

account. The gas compressibility is described by the following linear relation (Katyal, 

1991): 

P. = Ah, +P: +lx (3 -38) 

where 1 is the gas compressibility taken to be 1.17~ 1 o4 gcm4 , pp is the density of native 

soii air taken to be 1.12x10-~ gcm'3, and pi is the density of contaminants in the gas 

phase. 



3.5 Summary 

The presented goveming equations and relationships will be used to constma a numerical 

solution to simulate the flow of water, NAPL, and gas in subsurface. The desired physical 

characteristics and limitations of this model are as follows: 

Simdating the flow of water, NAPL and air simultaneously. Also, gaseous phase 

and/or nonaqueous phase cm be absent in simulation. 

Extended Van Genuchten relationships are chosen to define the constitutive 

relationships of soil. 

Heterogeneity of porous media is considered in the model. 

Water and NAPL densities are constant. 

Gas phase can be considered as compressible or incompressible fluid. 

Solute transport due to convection, dispersion and diffusion is not considered either in 

water or gas phase. 

Hysteresis in constitutive relationships is not taken into account. 

NAPL is a single component fluid. 

Dissolution and vo1atili;rriîion are only considered fiom NAPL to water and gas phase, 

respectively and it is calculated in sink tem. 

The model do not consider biodegradation, decay and adsorptioddesorption 



CHAPTER IV 

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 

The partial dserentid equations that were developed in chapter 2 are hîghly nonlinear, as 

both the hydraulic conductivity and fluid pressure heads depend on the saturations. Exact 

analytical solutions are ody possible for simplified cases under a number of restrictive 

assumptions. On the other hand, numerical methods are powerful tools in approximating 

the solution to these difrential equations. 

Modeling becomes increasingly diflicuit as: 1) the number of physical processes increase; 

2) the shape of the physical domain becomes more cornplex, and 3) boundary conditions 

are made more realistic. The development of the discrete algorithms that capture al1 the 

important characteristics of such physical problems becomes more dficult with this 

increasing complexity. Thus, it is important to have a discretization method that is 

sufnciently general so that it may be applied to a wide range of physical systerns. 

The partial differential equations may be numendy formulated using f i t e  Merences, 

finite elernents, boundary elements, or finite volume techniques. The appropriate 

discretization scheme is applied to a system of nodal points that is superirnposed on the 

soii depth-tirne region under consideration. Wah specification of the initial and boundary 



conditions, the differential problem is transformed into a system of linear or nonlinear 

algebraic equations that may be solved by various methods. 

The finite element method is a numerical method through which any continuous knction 

may be approximated by a discrete mode1 which consists of a set of values of the given 

hction (eventuaiiy with its derivatives) at a finite number of preselected points in its 

domain, together with piecewise approximations of the iùnction over a bi te  number of 

co~ected disjunct subdomains (Kazda, 1990). An important aspect of the finite element 

method is that we can consider an individual element to be completely disjoint corn the 

element mesh, and approximate the unknown function locally over it, independent of the 

element location and of the behavior of the unknown fùnction in neighboring elernents. 

The boundary element method consists of integrals in which products are present between 

an awaliary fiindon and unknown potentiafs and normal boundary flues defined on a 

domain boundary (Fidelibus and Lenti, 1996). The boundary is divided into small 

segments that are characterized by nodes. The distniution of potentials and normal 

boundary fluxes depend on nodal values of these quantities, coliected by means of 

interpolation fùnctions. Consequently, the more accurate the description of the above 

quantities on the boundary is, the more effective will be the solution provided by the 

rnethod. The main difnculties lie in correctly defining the norrnal boundary flux 



discontinuities; these rnay be encountered at the boundary corners, either when covering 

the extemal boundary of the domain, or when covering a subregion boundary. 

The finite volume method is based on an integrai form of the equation to be solved. This 

method was introduced hto the field of numencal fluid dynamics by McDonald (1971) 

and MacCormack and Pauliay (1972). h i e  to its integral formulation, an arbitrary rnesh 

may be used. In addition, by the direct discretization of the integral fonn of the 

conservation laws, it may be ensured that the basic quantities such as mass, momentum 

and energy will also remain conserved at the discrete level. 

Finite dEerence methods are one of the most wideiy used techniques for the approximate 

solution of the partial differential equations. The finite ciifference solution for partial 

dserential equations is implemented in two stages: 

Writing a merence approximation to the differential equation. 

Using some computational technique for resolving the resulting set of algebraic 

equations. 

The foilowing steps are used in a finite Merence method (Shashkov, 1996): 

1. The continuous domain is replaced by a discrete set of nodes, called the grid. 



2. Lnstead of a hct ion of continuous arguments, a function of discrete arguments is 

considered. The value of this hct ion is defined at the nodes of the grid or at other 

elernents of the grid and is caiied the grid fùnction. 

3. The derivatives entering into the differentiai equations and the boundary conditions are 

approximated by the ciifference expression, thus the differential problem is transformed 

into a system of iinear or nonlinear algebraic equations. 

h this thesis the support-operators rnethod is considered to be a discrete mode1 of the 

continuum physical system. Many of the standard finite ciifference methods and also the 

finite volume method are special cases of the support-operators method (Shashkov, 1996). 

Unlike elementary fhite difference methods, the support-operators method may be used to 

construct finite ciifference schemes on grids of arbitrary geornetry. 

The support-operators method was chosen over the finite element method due to its 

relative simplicity and the fact that there was no priori reason to expect that the finite 

element method would provide superior results. A standard argument in support of the 

finite element method is noting its greater versatility in handling irregular boundaries. 

Such an argument is no longer valid in the present context, since an irreguiar mesh may 

aiso be handled by the support-operators method 



4.1 Method of support-operators 

There are two basic types of restrictions irnposed on finite Merence schemes, FDS, 

(Shashkov, 1996): 

- The fbst being approximation and stability restrictions stipulating the convergence of 

the approximte solution as the mesh size is made srnail enough. 

- The second type of requirement refers to the retention by the 

properties of the Merential equations. The most important 

conservation of FDS. 

EDS of the important 

of these properties is 

In this thesis, we demonstrate the possibiiity of constnicting FDS by using the support- 

operators method. The method was developed by A. Favorskii, A. Samarskii, M. 

Shashkov, and V. Tishkin (Samarskii et al., 1981 and 1982) over a number of years. 

There are five main steps in the support-operaton method of constructing conservative 

finite merence schemes for equations of mathematical physics (Shashkov, 1996): 

1. First, the original equations are wrinen in terms of invariant fïrst-order differential 

operators such as divergence, gradient, and cd. At this point, it is important to 

understand which properties of the invariant Merential operators imply the 



conservation laws and other main features of the original system of dserential 

equations 

2. Choosing where the scalar, vector, and tensor finctions are to be located in the grid. 

There are two possibilities. The first possibility is to use nodal discretization for the 

scalar function and a ceii-centered discretkation of the Cartesian component veaor 

fiction. A second possibility is to use nodal discretization for the Cartesian 

cornponent of the vector function and cell-centered discretization for the scalar 

fîinctions. 

3. The choice of the prime operator must be made. This operator must be one of a first 

order diBerentid operator that is used in the fomulation of the original equations. A 

dEerence anaiog for this operator is given by definition. Then aii other difEerence 

operators are derived from the definition of the discretization of the prime operator 

and dserence anaiogs of integral identities. In the case of nodal discretization of the 

vector fùnction, it is natural to use the divergence as the prime operator. In the case 

of nodal discretization of the scalar funaion, it is natural to use the operator gradient 

as the prime. 

4. The fomüilas for other merence operators, called derived operators, are denved 

using the expression for the prime operator and the form of difference analogs of the 

integral identities. 

5. Finally, if we have discrete d o g s  of the diffterentid operators, which form the 

original differential equations, then we may derive the FDS by substitutkg the discrete 

operators for dîfEerential operators. 



4.2 Grid in two dimensions 

For practical applications the use of a non-uniform grid is very useful and important. The 

sirnplest example of a grid in 2-D is a rectangle (Figure 4.1). Clearly, the grid consists of 

points formed by the intersection of lines. For identification of nodes one can use two 

indices ij. The rectangle with vertices (ij), (i+l j), (i+l j+l), (i,j+l) , called a ce11 or 

mesh, is used for identification of this cell. The index of the lower left vertex (i j) is used 

to denote the ce11 by (Figure 4.2). 

Figure (41) Non-uniform recîanguiar grid 



A more complicated example of a grid in 2-D is called a logicaily rectangular grid (Figure 

4.3). This grid has the same structure as the rectangular grid that makes it possible to use 

two indices for identification of the nodes. 

(a) (i+ l,k) 

Figure (4-2) Typical mesh of rectangular grid 

Figure (4-3) Logidy rectangdar grid 



4.3 Difference operators 

To constmct the merence operator we wül use Green's formula for the first partial 

derivative of u with respect to x and y. This theorem can be considered as defining the 

avarage of the gradient of a scalar u as a function of its values at the boundaries of the 

volume under consideration. Since for an arbitrary volume C2 

where S is the closed boundary surface, we can define the averaged gradients as: 

and 

1 du 1 - - -f u 1, . d ~  [$), =nidymœ Q, 

where 1, and 1, are unit veaors in x and y directions, respeaively. 

For two-dimensional control celis Q after partial integration, we obtain: 

Similady, the averaged y-derivatives are obtained fkom: 



For the discrete case, the role of R is played by the grid ce11 QÜ . Therefore S is the 

union of sides. For approximation of the contour integral on the right-hand side of 4.1, 

we divide the contour integral into four integrals over each of the corresponding sides of 

the quadrangie nü, and for the approximate evduation of each integral, we use the 

trapezoidal d e .  As a remit, one can obtain the following expression (Shashkov, 1996): 

Collecting the coefficients, we rnay transfom the formula to a more simple fom: 

In a similar way we can derive the formula for operator W h  : 



For the second order derivative û(Ax)/& in which Ax is the operator d /& we cm write: 

Sirnilarly in the z direction we get: 

where 

The stencils for these operators are shown in figure 4.4. Applying these operators to the 

right hand side of equation 3 -7 which is as foîlows: 





Similar discretization relationships rnay be written for equations 3.8 and 3.9. 



Figure (4.4) Stencü for operaton and ah /&  

In order to discretize the lefi hand side of the equation (3.7), we introduce a grid in time 

as foliows: 

where At is called the tirne step. Methods with a variable time step are usually used when 

the coefficients of the dinerential equations have some singularity as the functions of time. 

To approxknate a time derivative, we can use the formula 

This approximation has a first-order truncation error for t=t., because 

At, d2s 

in) 2 at2 



It is dso easy to see that for t = tWln = 0.5(tn+tml), we have a second-order truncation 

e m r  

The simplest finite ciifference scheme for the unsteady problem is an explicit scheme. It is 

cailed explicit because one can compute values at the new n+l tirne level using an explicit 

formula The right hand side of equation (3.7) only contains values at the old time step so 

the lefl hand side may be calcuiated by marching forward in tirne. The disadvantage of the 

explicit method is its limitation on t h e  step size for numerical stability. This restriction 

results in a prohibitive cost to improve spatial accuracy because the maximum possible 

time step needs to be reduced to a very s d  value. Consequently, this method is not 

recommended for general transient problems. 

When the values of unknowns at the right hand side of equation (3.7) are considered at the 

new t h e  level tmi , we obtain the implicit scheme. A system of algebraic equations must 

be solved at each time Level. The tirne marching procedure starts with given initial values 

for heads of water, NAPL, and air. These initiai conditions can have an important effect 

on the solution especially at the start of the computation. The irnplicit scheme is 

unconditionally stable for any size of t h e  step. Since the accuracy of the scheme is only 

first-order in time, small time steps are still needed to ensure acwacy. The UnpliQt 

rnethod is recommended for general purpose transient calculations because of its 

robustness and unconditional stability. 



A variable fime step is used to increase the efficiency of the solution based on the 

following relationships: 

At; = 

where fl is a coefficient greater than 1 and will cause the increasing of At in each new time 

level. The maximum possible time step will ensure that it will not reach an undesirable 

value. 

4.4 Boundary conditions 

Mathematical rnodels consist of the goveming equations, boundary conditions, and initial 

conditions. Boundary conditions are mathematical statements specifjmg the dependent 

variable (head) or the derivative of the dependent variable (flux) at the boundaries of the 

problem domain. 

Correct selection of boundary conditions is a critical sep in mode1 design. In steady-state 

simulations, the boundaries largely determine the flow pattern. Boundary conditions 

influence transient solutions when the effects of the transient stresses reach the boundary. 

In this case, the boundaries must be selected so that the simdated effect is redistic. 

According to Franke et al. (1987), setthg boundary conditions is the step in mode1 design 

that is most subject to serious error. 



Let G be the bounded region on the plane x=(xl,x2) and r the boundary of G. To find the 

continuity solution in the closed domain G+T, which satisfies one of the following 

boundary conditions: 

Type 1. Specified head boundaries (Dirichlet conditions) for which head is given. 

U=PI(X),  XE^, 

Type 2. Specified flow boundaries (Neumann conditions) for which the derivative of head 

(flux) across the boundary is given. A no-flow boundary condition is set by specifjmg flux 

to be zero. 

du 
Where - is the directional derivative in direction 5 ,  and ii is the outward unit normal to ai 

ï, means that flux is given on the boundary. 

Type 3. Head-dependent flow boundaries (Robin or mixed boundary conditions) for 

which flux across the boundary is calculated given a boundary head value. This type of 



boundary condition is sometimes called a mixed boundary condition because it relates 

boundary heads ta boundary flows. 

From the physical Mewpoint, this condition means that there is an inflow/outflow 

discharge because of head difference. 

In order to apply Robin boundary condition to the model, we have to modfy the equation 

(3.8) for nodes on boundaries. For example on the bottom boundary and in the left corner 

we have: 



For i=2,. . .,Mol : 

For the corner node (1,l) we get 



4.5 Method of solution 

The Newton-Raphson method for solving scalar aigebraic and transcendental equations is 

weil known for its simplicity and effeaiveness. This method provides a powerfùl tool for 

the theoretical as well as the numerical investigation of nonlinear operator equations. The 

Newton-Raphson method is often recommended for highly nonlinear problems for which 

the Picard scheme may fd or provides slow convergence (Huyakorn and Pinder, 1983). 

A system of non-linear equations may be written as foiiows: 

where fi , i= 1,2,. .. ,m is a f'unction of variables XI , xz ..... x, . Suppose that the values 

xi" are known at some iteration number k Then by using the Taylor series for functions fi 

1 T (xl , x 2 ,  .... x,) at point xB)= (xiB', xz'), ..., xa ) it can bevmitten: 



If we use notations 

and 

% 
af2 (4 
a1 

af; (x) 

, hl 

.*. 
af; (x) 

. * *  

âf,o 
&2 ax m 

then the matrix forrn of 4.10 will be as foiiows: 

To determine x'~+" we m u t  solve the system of linear equations expressed by (4.1 1 )  or, in 

other words, we must invert the matrix F'(x'? at each iteration. The components of the 

Jacobian rnatrix, F9(x), have been determined anafytidy and expressed in Appendix 1 at 

the end of this dissertation. 

For each grid there are (NPHASE) wiknowns, where NPHASE is the number of phases 

considered in the simulation. The unknowns are the hydraulic head for the water, hW , for 



the NAPL, h., and for the air, h. . The non-linearities inherent in the above equations are 

the relative penneability and saturation. The equations are coupled because in dl of them 

more than one primary variable appears concurrently. Required input data for flow 

analysis consists of initial conditions, soi1 hydraulic properties, fluid properties, time 

integration parameters, boundary condition data and mesh geometry. The solution 

algorithm is outiined in Table 4.1. 

Table (4.1) Solution Plgorithm 

1) Provide initial guesses hW, h., and h. for each node 

2) Substitute the guesses into the discretized equations and find ~ ( x ' ~ ' )  

3) Evduate the terms in the Jacobian matrix 

4) Solve for Ah,, a, 
5) Update guesses for primary variables: 

h w l = h , O + & , ~ ' = h : + ~ , ~ L = ~ o + ~  

6) if&,>~,orhh.>~.or&>&.thengotostep2 

The convergence critenon for phase p is as foiiows (Katyal, 1991): 

where e, is the relative convergence error and e, is the absolute convergence error for 

phase P- 



To avoid numerical ditfdties in e s  where extreme changes in the pressure heads occur 

as in sharp fionts or at the h e  of contact between different soils in a heterogeneous 

medium, al1 the denvatives in the Jacobian rnatrix were evaluated analyticdy rather than 

numericaiiy. As is evident, the solution vector is posed in terms of pressure head changes 

over the m e n t  time step rather than the unknown heads themselves so as to reduce 

round off errors when the variation in the magnitude of the pressure heads is very large 

(Huyakom and Pinder, 1993). This can be understood easily by noting that pressure head 

at Iow wetUng saturations can be very large, while the change in the pressure head is not. 

Another problem can occur regarding phase saturation relationships and their derivatives 

with respect to pressure as it appears in the Jacobian ma&. These relationships produce 

values which are either very large or too small in the solution matrices in the lirnit when 

the saturation approaches either zero or one. At zerc saturation, the terms K,, 

aK, /ah, aKm /ah and as, /ah become too small which produce insignificant values 

at the diagonal of the iinear system for the nodes that correspond to the full saturation of 

the non-wetting phase. Similady, when the sahiration is unity, the tems Km, aKm /ah, 

aK, /ah and as, /ah become too s d .  In order to circumvent these problems the 

effective saturations were dowed to var). only between the limits 1 x 106 and 1 .O- 1 x 104 

in the solution algorithm (Al-Sheriadeh, 1993). 

A cornparison of the mode1 capabilities with similar models are shown in Table (4.2) 



Table (4.2) Compatison o l  eapabilities of differeiit iiumericd models Tor multi-phase flow. 

L 

Faust (1  985) 

Osborne&Sykes 

( 1  986) 

Katyd(199 1) 

Al-S heriadeh 

(1993) 

Van Geel & 

Sykes (1994) 

Guaranccia & 

Pinder ( 1997) 

Mohamniadi & 

Kahawita 

' Finite Difference * 
*** 

Finit e Element 
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FE" 

FE 

FE 

FD 
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3 

2 

2 

3 
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Transport 
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No 

No 
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No 
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No 
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No 
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No 

Cas 

Compressibility 

No 

No 

Yes 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

1 rregular 

Boundaries 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 



CHAPTER V 

MODEL VALIDATION AND VERIFICATION 

In general, models must be validated in order to establish not only their credibility but also 

their limitations (Waddill and Parker, 1997). In order to validate a model, Van der Heijde 

et al. (1984) recommend a three level testing procedure. Level 1 involves verification of 

the model's computer code. During level 2, the model is tested under a variety of 

hypothetical conditions, and mode1 perfonance may be evaluated through code inter- 

cornparison. Leve13 involves validating the model against independent field or laboratory 

data. In the absence of adequate field or laboratory data sets, validation of models may be 

limited to level 1 and 2 testing (Beljin and van der Heijde, 1989). Since it is impossible to 

test al1 conditions for which a model may be applied, rnodel validity c m o t  be established 

absolutely. Instead, each validation scemio confirms a degree of accuracy that applies to 

the specific conditions of the scenario. 

To demonmate that the numerical model developed here converges to a correct solution, 

verification should be camied out against exact analytical solutions. However, in general, 

analyticai sofutiom exist only for a range of restricted problems with many terms in the 

original equations being either simpiified or totally neglected.. Furthermore, the solutions 

are obtained for very simple boundary conditions. It is not possible to have an analytical 

solution that can hande the non-Iiaearities in multiphase flow problems. It is only possible 



to compare the results given by the model against solutions for various linearized fonns of 

the problem. Therefore, the numencal model m o t  be verified in the classical sense. 

There are few analytical solutions available for water and NAPL flow in variably saturated 

soiis. Two analytical solutions for water flow and one for NAPL flow are used here. 

5.1 Analytical solutions 

The first example involves a one-dimensional steady vertical water flow in a 6 meter soi1 

'profile, consisting of 2 m of fine sand, overiying 2 m of silty clay loam, overlying another 2 

m of fine sand. Table (5.1) shows the hydrauiic parameters for these two soils. A flux of 

1 . 6 ~ 1 0 ~  c d s  and a pressure head of O cm were specified for the upper and lower 

boundaries of the model domain, respectively. The anaiytical solution developed by 

Rockhold and Fayer (1997) is based on the exact solution for the Gardner (1958) 

exponential hydraulic conductivity bction. They extended the exact solution for use 

with ahitrary hydraulic property hctions, or rneasured K(h) data, by approximating 

inK(h) with piecewise-linear c w e  segments and integrating analyticaily, segment by 

segment. The domain was discretized into 60 cells with 10 cm height. Figure (5.1) shows 

the water pressure head disuibution for example 1. In general, there is a good agreement 

between analytical and numerical solutions. The whole simufation was done in 6 minutes 

with a PC-Pentium 200 processor. 



Table (5.1) Soil hydraulic parameters for Examples 1 and 2 (Aiter Rockhold et ai., 1997) 

Mat enal k a n 9, 8, 
d s  cm-' 

In the second example, a 5.85-m-deep lysimeter, packed with altemating, ?O-cm-thick 

layers of silty clay loam and loamy fine sand , was irrigated with water at a rate of 

2.3 8x 1 O-' cm/s (Wierenga et al., 1988). Water content and pressure head were monitored 

in the lysimeter during the experiment using a neutron probe and temiometers. The steady 
. . 

pressure head distribution it? the simulated using the solution 

technique by Rockhold et al. (1997). Soil parameters are the same as those in test 

problem 1 (Table 5.1) except a which is a= 0.028 for this test. A flux of 2 . 3 8 ~  1 O-' cm/s 

and a pressure head of -200 cm were the upper and lower boundaries of the flow domain, 

respectively. The domain was divided into 58 one-dimensional cells. The height of the 

first ceU at the bottom was 25 cm and then for the remairing ceils it was 10 cm. Observed 

data, the analytical solution and the numerical results for pressure head and water content 

are compared in Figure (5.2) and (5.3). Given the uncertainties in the mode1 parameters 

and potential measurement errors, the overall agreement between the observed data, the 

dy t i ca l  resuits, and the simulated pressure head and water content distributions for this 

example is considered to be good. 
P 
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Figure (5.1) Water Pressure Head Distribution 
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Figure (5.2) Soil-Water Head Distri bution 
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Figure (5.3) Water Content Distribution 



The third example represents a linear waterflood of a petroleum reservoir. An analyticai 

solution for this one-dimensional problem is given by Buckley and Leverett (1942) for the 

case of zero capiilary pressure. Buckley and Leverett (1942) introduced the following 

equation for this idealized case: 

where q, s the total flux rate q,+q,, Fw has the physical meaning of the ratio of the net 

wetting phase flux at (qt) to the net influx of weîting phase. If the permeability ratio of 

16u/KW as a function of S is known, dFJdS can be evaluated as a function of S. When S 

is known Equation (5.1) can be integrated to give the saturation distribution for any PO. 

The integration of Equation (5.1) with respect to t h e  gives 

in which Qi(t) is the cumulative total volume of fluid flowing through an area A in an 

interval of t h e  t, ( x ) ~  is the distance traveled along x by the plane of saturation S in the 

same interval of the .  An illustrative example to this analytical solution is given by Faust 

(1985). Data for this problem are given in Table (5.2). In this example water is injected in 

one end and it is displacing the nonwetting fluid in a fùlly NAPL saturated one 

dimensional domain along the x-direction. 40 celis each 7.62 m in length were used to 

discretize the domain Figure (5.4) shows the cornparison between the analytical solution 

and the numerical resuits for this problem. 



Table (5.2) Data used in the one-dimensionai water fiood problem 
-- 

pirameter Value 

Permeabiiity 2.96~10' 13 rn 2 

Porosiîy 0.2 
Reservoir length 304.8 m 
Cross-sectional area 929 m2 
Oil viscosity 0.001 kg d sml 
Wat er viscosiîy 0.001 kg m-' sml 
Oil density 1000 kg ma3 
Water density 1000 kg mm3 
Initial water satufation 0.16 
Initial pressure head 70.29 m 
Injection rate 1 .399~  104 m3/s 
Residuai saturation for water O. 16 
Residual saturation for oil 0.2 

I - Analytical Solution Irçlmerical f?esults i 

Figure (5.4) Saturation profile of waterflood problem 



5.2 One dimensional unsaturated flow experiment 

Experimental work may be used as a useful tool in order to ver@ a numerical model. In 

this regard, the following works fiom other researchers have been chosen. 

The first experiment involves one dimensional uinltration and redistribution of oil in a sand 

column (Al-Shenadeh, 1993). A transparent Plexiglas column was dry packed in a 

homogeneous manner with #125 sand to a height of 120 cm. The sample was slowly 

saturated with water supplied at the bottom. M e r  24 hours, the column was de-saturated 

slowly by pulhg water out using a pump comected to a supply tube at the bottom of the 

column until the water saturation throughout the sand column reached an irreducible 

water saturation of 0.22. A lighter than water nonaqueous fluid, Soltrol 220, was spilled 

instantaneously on the top of the sand to form a falling ponding depth source, which was 

initiaiiy at 19.0 cm. Oil saturations every two cm dong the column were recorded by a 

gamma attenuation device. Soil properties and fluid physical properties are presented in 

table (5.3). A one-dimensional mesh with 60 ceh was used for this example. Each ce11 

had 2 cm height. %y using a PC-cornputer with a Pentim 200 processor, the simulation 

last 7 minutes. 



Table (5.3) Soü and auid physicd proputies for the first uperiment (ACSheriadeh, 1993) 

- - - .. - - - 

Since measured parameters and the inferred relative penneability fùnction are subject to 

possible measurement error, the mode1 sirnulated saturation was not able to fit the 

observed profile without any parameter adjustments. The fira 28 minutes was used to 

calibrate the hydraulic conductivity and then the calibrated value was used to validate the 

mode1 results beyond 28 minutes and these values were compared with observation. It 

was found that a value of 0.54 cm/rnin gave the best fit to the observed data. Figures 

(5.5) to (5.8) show the NAPL saturation at 28, 5 1, 144, and 363 minutes after the 

beginning of the experiment. Good agreement between the observed and simulated results 

is evident. 
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Figure (5.5) Numerical and experimental results at T=28.0 min 
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Figure (5.6) Numericd and experimentd results at T=51.0 min 
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Figure (5.7) Numerid and experimentd results at T=144 min 
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Figure (5.8) Numerid and experimental nsults at T=363 min 



5.3 Two-dimensional LNAPL spiil 

In this test a cornparison between the results from the current model and the experimental 

work of Van Geel and Sykes (1995 a and b) is made. An experimentai box 1.5 m in 

length, 1.2 rn in height and 6 cm in depth was filled with a well-soned silica sand. Two 

liters of n-heptane were allowed to infiltrate the sand under a 3-cm prescribed head 

boundary condition. The spi11 was dispersed over a 10 cm by 6 cm area located at the 

center of the top boundary and lasted 18.67 min. The model parameters are presented in 

Table (5.4). A symmetric no-flow boundary was assumed dong the center of the 

experimental box and therefore only haif'the domain was modeled. 27 nodes in the z- 

direction and 18 nodes in the x-direction were used in the discretization. In z direction, 

the first 15 cells had 4 cm height, then fkom node 16 to node 25 ,9  celis, 5 cm and the last 

2 cells were 3 -5 and 6 cm, respectively. In x direction, the first three cells were 2 cm long, 

then 2 cells were 2.5 cm, 11 celis were 5 cm, and the last ce11 was 9 cm long. Since the 

LNAPL spill was conducted in a small, stainless steel rectangular cross section, which 

penetrated the sand to a depth of 3 cm, a permeability severai orders of magnitude less 

than the sand, was assigned to 9 cm immediately outside the spill area to simulate the 

impermeable spill box. Figure (5.9) shows the cornparison between the numerical and the 

experimental results. The velocity vectors of NAPL contaminant are illustrated in Figures 

(5.10) and (5.1 1) for time 1 120 sec and 3000 sec. 



Table (5.4) Soi1 and fluid physical properties for the second experiment (Van Geel 

and Sykes, 1994) 



Time = 120 sec 

Time = 600 sec 

- (ml 

Time = 3000 sec 

Figure (5.9) Cornparison of numerieal (left) and uperimental (right) results for the 

second experiment (Van Geel and Sykes, 1994) 



T = 1220 sec 

Figure (5.10) Computed velocity vectors for Van Geel and Sykes (1994) Experiment 

at T'=Il20 sec. 

T = 3000 sec 

I 
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Figure (5.11) Computed velocity vectors for Van Geel and Sykes (1994) Experiment 

at T=3000 sec. 



5.4 Mode1 applications 

In order to demonstrate the capabilities of the present rnodel, two hypothetical tests are 

presented here. 

5,4.1 Test No, 1 

The first example involves a spill of Tetrachloroethylene in an irregular domain. This 

simulation is performed in two stages. In stage one, 3 -013 liters of Tetrachloroethylene 

infiltrate into the soil under a head of -0.25 m dong a width of 2 m (Figure 5.12). The soil 

is homogeneous and its propenies are given in Table (5.5). The water table is situated at a 

depth of 2.2 m and the impermeable layer is at a depth of 5 m below the surface. The 

length of the domain in the x-direction is assumed to be 8 m. Boundary conditions for the 

water phase to the lefl and right of the domain below the water table are of Dirichlet type 

and ail other boundaries are impermeable for the water phase. For the oil phase, the 

boundary conditions are "no flow" except at the infiltration zone, which is a Dirichlet 

condition. Stage one is teminated &et 10 days. 

Stage 2 of the problern involves a continuation of stage 1. Tetrachloroethylene is 

permitted to distribute for 25 days under no flow boundary conditions for NAPL. 

Boundary conditions for water are the same as they were in stage 1. 



Table (5.5) Soil and fluid physicril properties for test problem 1. 

Dissolution in water and volatiiization to air fiom NAPL are considered in this stage. The 

equilibrium partition coefficient between NAPL and water is 493 @gr and between air 

and water is 0.24 gr&. By the end of stage 2, the NAPL plume has reaciieri the lower 

aquifer boundary. However, a substantial volume of the spi11 is still retained in the zone 

above the water table as residual saturation. The oil saturation distribution at the end of 

stage 1 and 2 are shown in figures (5.13) and (5.14). Table (5.6) shows the results of 

mass distribution between three phases: Gree product, in water phase and in gas phase. A 

mass balance test was used to measure of the numencal accuracy of the solution. Here, 

the mode1 uses, as a criterion, the mass residual, M, compared with the difTerence 

between the initial rnass, Mi, and the net mass flux, Nf. 

100M, 
Error = 

Mi -N, 
( W  

where M, = - Nr and is the change in rnass stored in the aquifer M. This 

simulation took 97 minutes to be completed with a PC-cornputer with a Pentiurn 200 

processor. 



Figure (5.12) Domain used in test problem 1 
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Figure (5.13) NAPL saturation at the end of stage 1 for test pro biem 1. 



Figure (5.14) NAPL saturation at the end of stage 2 for test problem 1. 

Table (5.6) NAPL distribution between phases and mass balance error in Test No.1 

Net 

Outflow(l) 

Net 

Change (9 
Error 

(%) 

Vaporized 

NAPL (0 

Dissolved 

NAPL (9 

T i e  (day) Free 

NAPL (0 



5.4.2 Test No. 2 

The second test involves simulation of a three-phase flow in an unsaturated zone. A three 

meter deep by five meter long box is Med with coarse homogeneous sand. A water table 

is maintained near the bottom of the sand column with a small head dserential imposed 

such that water flows fiom left to right. The water table on the left has is an elevation of 

2.69 meten wMe on the right it is 2.7 meters. A zone near the top center is filled with 

sand and residual TCE as the contaminant vapor source. The simulation is performed in 

three stages. At the first stage, which lasts 2.78 hours, the initially saturated sand is 

allowed to drain, thereby creating a steady-state rnoishire profile. 

The physical and hydraulic characteristics of the soi1 and the NAPL are shown in Table 

(5.7). At the second stage &oom 2.78 to 48 hours the TCE vapor is applied to the domain. 

In stage 3, remediation is simulated with vacuum pumping in the unsaturated zone. A 

vacuum well is assumed to be placed in the center of the contamlliated zone and screened 

over 30 cm fiom a depth of 22.5 cm to 52.5 cm. The discharge rate is considered to be 

0.02 liters per second for 12 hours. Figure (5.1 5) and figure (5.1 6) show the TCE gas 

saturations at the end of stages 2 and 3. hiring stage the,  1.07 m3 of NAPL gas is 

removed fiom the unsaturateci zone. 



Table (5.7) Soi1 and fluid physical properties for test problem 2. 

L = 2 . 1 ~ 1 0 ~  c d s  p. = 0.00553 g/cm3 
K, = 2 . 1 ~ 1 0 ~  cm/d b= 0.0002 p 
a = 0.156 cm-' p.. = 2.46 
n = 4.26 p, = 2.16 
$ = 0.47 p = 0.9982 g/cm3 
s, = 0.2 J.l* = 0.01 p 

Distance (m) 

Figure (5.15) NAPL gas saturation at the end of stage 2 
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Figure (5.16) NAPL gris saturation i t  the end of stage 3 



CHAPTER VI 

LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS 

The physical processes goveming the flow of an immiscibie organic liquid in a variabiy- 

saturated porous medium has been investigated with a laboratory experiment at the 

Hydrodynamic Laboratory of Ecole Poîytechnique of Montreal. The working medium 

used in the flow container was wmposed of two different clean Silica sands which were 

supplied by Unimin Canada Ltd. The effective diarneter of sands, D50, were 0.25 and 0.10 

mm, respectively. For the fim sand, 10 percent of grains retained on 20 mesh or coarser 

and for the h e r  grained sand, 10 percent retained on 40 mesh or coarser. Also, a series 

of preliminary tests were conducted to determine the sand characteristics inciuding 

capillary pressure-water content relationships and saturated hydraulic conduaivities. 

6.1 Capillary pressure-water content relationships 

Water retention curves for the sands were determineci using the ASTM (1981) standard 

test method for capillary-moisture relationships. This test method covers the 

detemination of capiuary-rnoisture relationships for coarse-and medium-textured soils as 

indicated by the soil-moisture tension relations for tensions between 10 and 10 1 kPa (O. 1 

and 1 atm). Under equilicbrium conditions, moisture tension is defined as the equivalent 

negative gage pressure, or suction, corresponding to a specified soil rnoisture content 

(ASTM, 1981). 



An assembly of the apparatus is shown in Figure (6.1). In order to saturate the porous 

plates, it was installed in the pressure container. The container was then fdled with water, 

and the lid on the container was locked. The pressure was set to 10 1 kPa or 776 m d g  

(1 atm or 15 psi), and was maintained for several hours under pressure until there was no 

funher bubbling of air fiom the outlet. 

Saturated soi1 sarnpbs were then placed in contact with the saturated porous plate 

instded within the pressure chamber. The bottom of each plate is covered by a rubber 

membrane to be airtight and is maintained at atmospheric pressure by means of a small 

drain tube and opening through the side of the pressure charnber. A desired air pressure 

admined to the pressure chamber, and consequently to the top of the porous plate, creates 

a pressure drop across the porous plate. The saturated soil samples on the plates establish 

equilibrium with the water in the plate. The water, held at a tension less than the pressure 

&op across the porous plate, will then move out of the soQ through the plate, and out 

through the drain tube. When water has ceased to flow fiom the sample and porous plate . 

(indicating equilibrium for that particuiar tension), the moisture content of each sample is 

determined. A series of these tests at various tensions were done to prepare the capillary 

pressure-water content curve (Figures 6.2 ad 6.3). 
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Figure (6.1) Schematic assembly of porous plate tension apparatus 

An EPA program, ETC, was used to analyze the soi1 water retention function and 

estimate the constitutive parameters of the sands ( van Genuchten et al., 1991). The 

program uses the parametric models of Brooks-Corey (1964) and van Genuchten (1980) 

to represent the soil water retention curve, and the theoreticai pore-size distribution 

models of Mualem (1976) and Burdine (1953) to predict the unsaturated hydraulic 

conductivity fiuiction korn observed soi1 water retention data. Figure (6.2) and (63) 

show the predicted retention curve for two types of sands. Also, logarithrn of pressure 

heads verses the volumetric water contents are illumated in Figures (6.4) and (6.5). The 

estimated constitutive parameten for sand with effective sire d=0.25 mm are a=0.0893 

cm*' and n=2.8090. For sand with dt0.15 mm those parameten are a4.022 cm" and 
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Figure (6.2) Retention curve for sand with effective size d=0.25 mm 
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Figure (63) Retention curve for sand with effcetive size d4.15 mm 
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Figure (6.4) Logarithm of pressure heads verses the water contents for sand d=0.25 
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Figure (6.5) Log8Tithm of pressure heads verses the water contents for sand d4.15 



6.2 Saturated hydraulic conductivity test 

These tests were performed to detemine the saturated hydrauiic conductivities by a 

constant-head method. Hydraulic conductivity in unsaturated porous media is related to 

the saturated hydrauiic conductivity by the following relationship 

K = k , . &  

where K is the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity, k, is relative permeability, and K. is the 

saturat ed hydrauiic conductivity . 

A permeameter as shown in Figure (6.6) was used for the tests. It has a specimen cylinder 

of 15.3 cm in diameter. The pemearneter is fitted with : (1) a reinforced screen at the 

bottom with permeability greater than that of sands but with a sufficiently small opening to 

prevent rnovement of particles; (2) manometer outlets for rneasuring the loss of head, h, 

over a length, 1 ,  of 15 cm.; (3) a reinforced screen with a spring attached to the top for 

applying light spring pressure; (4) constant-head filter tank to supply water and to remove 

most of the air from tap water. At the beginning of the tests, a vacuum pump was used to 

evacuate the air adhering to soi1 particies and from the voids. This was followed by a slow 

saturation of the specimen &om the bottom upward under full vacuum in order to free any 

remaining air in the specimen. 

For each sand, three different hydraulic gradients were applied and the test was repeated 

for each hydrauiic gradient to eliminate, as much as possible, any errors. A summary of 





Table (6.1) Summary of pemeability test results 

Sand No.2 (d=0.25) 1 

I Hydraulic gradient I 

Test No. 

1-1 

Figure (6.7) Pemeability test for sand NO. 1 (d=0.15 mm) 

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

îtydraulic gradient 

Ah (m) 

O. 197 

Figure (6.8) Perxneability test for sand No. 2 (d4.25 mm) 

Q (m3/s) 
x 103 

5.876 

K (mis) 
XI@ 

0.024 

Ah (m) 

0.5 10 

Q (m31s) 
X I O ~  

9.889 

K (mis) 
x io2 

0.158 



6.3 Experimental setup and procedure 

The experiment was conducted in a relatively narrow (8 cm width) flow container. A 

sketch of the container, includhg important variables and parameters, is shown in Figure 

(6.9). The flow container has four chambers: an inlet head chamber, a working chamber, 

an outlet head chamber and a NAPL source chamber. The working chamber was layered 

with two different sands. The bottom layer of 27.5 cm height was filled with fine grain 

sand, d=0.10 mm. It was then covered with 1 0 cm of coarse grain sand, d=O .2S mm. The 

top layer was 16.5 cm of the fine grain sand. The inside dimensions of the sand tilled 

charnber were 137 x 54 x 8 cm. The lower left corner of the porous medium was chosen 

as the origin of a (x, y)-coordinate system. 

The &ont side of the tlow container was made of glas in order to be able to visudire the 

plume movement. The side panels were made of Plexiglas and afier cutting the two panels 

to the right dimensions, a large number of 1/32" holes were drilled through the plates. 

They were then shielded with geotextile membranes to prevent the movernent of sand 

through the holes. 

During the experiment, the head, 4 (L), in the inlet head chamber and the head, hz (L) in 

the outiet chamber were kept constant. The heads were controiled by adjusting the 

placement of the water drainage hole on the side panels of the chamber. 
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(6.9) Sketch of the flow container 

Two Vaiîdyne Mode1 DP 15 pressure transducers were used to measure the fluid pressure 

or suction in the soil (Figure 6.10). These pressure transducers are designed for low and 

medium pressure measurements and provide laboratory accuracy. The pressure sensing 

element is a flat diaphragm of magnetic stainiess steel clamped between case haives of the 

same material, in a symmetrid assernbly. Picksff coils, embedded in the case halves, 

sense the diaphragm deflection through the variable reluctance principle. The embedded 

coils are covered with a non-magnetic stainless layer, so that the pressure cavity presents a 

completely stainless exposure to the working nuid. Vent valves fàcilitate cornpiete liquid 

filling for dynamic masurement. 



The carrier demodulator supplied with the pressure transducers provides a DC output 

signal that may be adjusted in the range of O to 10 Volts. The instrument furnishes a 

regulated carrier excitation of 5 Vrms, 5 KHz sine wave to the two inductance ratio arms 

of the transducer. The resulting output is demodulated and amplified using the integrated 

circuit, and gives a uniform frequency response from aeady state to 1 O00 Hz. 

The pressure transducers were tested pnor to use in the laboratory. They were caiibrated 

using a manorneter and the relationships between pressure head and output voltage were 

determhed (Figures 6.1 1 and 6.12). As can be seen, the behavior of these instruments is 

very linear. 

Figure (6.10) Pressure transducer 

The pressure tramducers were comected to a porous cup to measure negative fluid 

pressures. In order to obtain acairate pressure readings, extreme care was taken in filling 

the transducer and porous cup cavity with fluid to ensure that there was no trapped ai.. 



The porous cups used to meanire the pressures in the LNAPL phase were treated with 

chlorotrimethysilane to render them hydrophobic and wetthg to the LNAPL phase 

(Lenhard et al., 1988). 

Pressure head (cm) 

Figure (6.11) Calibration line for diaphragm 5 PSI 

Premre head (cm) 

Figure (6.12) Caübration üne for diaphragm 1 PSI 



The transducers were mounted on the reverse side of the experirnental box one at the 

center line situated 32.5 cm from the bottom of the box and the other was installed 

directly above the first at a point 47.5 cm fiom the bottom of the box. 

6.4 Experimental resuits 

The LNAPL, n-heptane, was selected for this test due to its low density, water solubility 

and vapor pressure. The characteristics of n-heptane are given in Table (6.2). The 

LANPL spi11 was initiated at the soi1 surface in the infiltration charnber which was 10 cm 

long and with a 3 cm head. In order to visualke the infiltrated LNAPL, SUDAN III color 

was used. The development of the recharge mound was followed by recording the 

transducer voltage readings. The constant head of LNAPL was kept for 375 seconds and 

then discontinued. The LNAPL continued to move down and readings were continued for 

another 825 seconds. The voltage readings were recorded fiom the two transducers and 

then converted to relative pressure head using the calibration m e s .  Figure (6.13) shows 

the results for transducer number one which was installed in the fine sand. The second 

transducer did not provide a satisfactory result. The cause may be attrÏÏuted to several 

factors such as: not using enough chlorotrimetysilane, a higher pressure range, 5 psi, for 

that transducer, thus reducing its sensitivity, and/or existence of air inside the transducer. 

The shape of the NAPL infiltration fiont versus t h e  was documented photographicaliy 

(Figures 6.14 to 6.17). 



As may be noted, the NAPL movement through the couse-grained sand encountered a 

highec entry pressure when the finer-grained layer at the bottom was contacted. INtially, 

the contaminant descends and spreads out fiürly symmetrically. On encounte~g the layer 

of fine grained sand however, a higher entry pressure is required and this causes lateral 

spreading and accumulation of heptane on the fier-grained layer. 

, " I , Q Q , r n U , , t 4 t ,  1 1 '  

O 240 480 720 960 1200 

Time (sec) 

Figure (6.13) Pressun head measured by trsnsducer No. 1 



Figure (6.14) LNAPL distribution at t=120 sec 

Figure (6.15) LNAPL distribution at t=375 sec. 



Figure (6.16) LNAPL distribution at t=620 sec 

Figure (6.17) LNAPL distribution at Cl220 sec. 



6.5 Numerical simulation of laboratory experiment 

The laboratory LNAPL spili just presented was simulated using the numerical model. A 

summary of the input parameters used for the model simuiations is presented in Tables 

(6.2) and (6.3). The scaling parameters, Pm and fi, , are based on the work of Van Geel 

and Sykes (1994) for heptane. The input and output fdes for this simulation are presented 

in Appendix II. It is considered that Sudan III has no modifjmg effects on the viscosity 

and the density of heptane. 

Table (6.2) Fluid properties u s d  in simulating the laboratory experiment 

Parameter 

Density of water 

Density of heptane 

Viscosity of water 

Viscosity of heptane 

S caling paramet ers: 

Bm 

B.. 

Value 

The discretizaîion collsisted of 25 nodes in the horizontal x-direction and 29 nodes in the 

y-direction. The L W L  spiIl was conducteci in the infiltration chamber. In order to 

prevent the lateral movement of LNAPL at the surface of the sand, two stainless-steel 



plates which penetrated the sand to a depth of 2 cm were installed on the two sides of 

infiltration chamber. 

Table (6.3) Soii properties useci in simuhting the laboratory experiment 

Parameter 

Porosity 

Pemeability 

Water residual sahiration 

NAPL residual saturation 

van Genuchten parameters 

a 

n 

Fine sand (d=û.15 mm) Coarse sand(d=0.25mm) l 

0.0228 cm" 

3 .O0 

The LNAPL spill was modeled for a period of 375 sec. During this period slight changes 

to the physical properties of the sands and fluids were made to h d  the best agreement 

between the numerid results and experimental data. These changes were as foiiows: 

a The vemcal hydraulic conductivity of coarse sand was increased to 1 . 5 3 2 ~ 1 ~ ~  cm 

while the horizontal hydraulic conductivity was kept the same. 

a The parameter a for fine sand was increased to 0.0328 cm" . 

AAer this period, the mode1 was run for 825 sec without the LNAPL spU. The resuIthg 

pressure head for LNAPL has been wmpared with the measured data and illustrated in 

Figure (6.18). A h ,  the dimiutin of heptane is compareci with the experimental r d t s  in 



Figure (6.19). The computed NAPL velocity vectors for the end of spiU period and end of 

migration period are presented in Figures (6.20) and (6.2 1 ). 

I 

Time (sec) , 

1 a Expenmental Results - Numerical Model 1 
i 

Figure (6.18) Cornparison between pressure head measured at transducer No. 1 with 

numerical mode1 
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Figure (6.19) Cornparison between aumerical and laboratory 
experimental results 



Distance (cm) 

Figure (6.20) Computed NAPL velocity vectors for esperimentd results at T=375 

Distance (cm) 

Figure (6.21) Computed NAPL velocity vectors for experimental results at T=122O 



CHAPTER VI1 

SENSIVITY ANALY SIS 

Several simulations were carried out in order to determine the sensitivity of the mode1 

with respect to the various parameters involved. The parameters of interest were: 

hydraulic conductivity, porosity, the van Genuchten parameters, and the NAPL hydraulic 

head. The resdts of these simulations are iîiustrated and discussed below. 

7.1 Hydraulic conductivity 

To illustrate the importance of hydradic conductivity when modeling NAPL movement, 

test simulations were performed for the physical situation show in Figure (7.1). The 

domain is 10 m long and 5 m tall. A constant water table is rnaintained at the bottom of 

the domain. A NAPL due to a spiil is supposed to idtrate into the subsurface fiom a 

pool 5 cm depth in the rniddle of the top boundary. The porosity is equal to 0.43, water 

residual saturation is 0.09 and NAPL residual saturation is O. 1. The NAPL is considered 

to be Benzene with specific gravity and viscosity being respectively 0.878 and 0.65 cp. 

Capillary pressure c w e  scaling panuneters are equal to B, = 2.6075 P, = 2.5190. The 

soil is assumed to be a homogeneous loamy sand with Van Genuchten parameters a = 

12-4 and n = 2.3. 
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The mode1 was nin for 7200 sec for four Merent hydraulic conductivities as follows: 

I& = 8.0x104 mls 

l 
1 

I 
1 
; 

Waer Table j 

- 
10 rn 

Figure 7.l)Simulation domain for hydrauiic conductivity test 

The results for these four nins are illustrateci in Figure (7.2). Also, Figures (7.3) to (7.6) 

demonstrate the results in three-dimensional view . Figure (7.7) shows the relationship 

between hydraulic conductivity and the h d e d  volume of NAPL 



Distance (m) 

Figure 7.2) NAPL saturation for diffennt hydmulic conductivity 

Figure 7.3) NAPL movement with &=2.OE-OS mis 



Figure 7.4) NAPL movemeat with K4.03-05 m/s 

Figure 7.5) NAPL movement with &=8.0E-05 m/s 



Figure 7.6) NAPL movement with K=8.OE04 mis 

Figure 7.7) Entered NAPL volume and hydrauiic conductivity reîatioaship 



7.2 Porosity 

For this test probiem, the same domain and physical properties were used. This time the 

hycûaulic conductivity was kept constant at K. = 4.0 x 10'' m/s and the mode1 was mn for 

three different soi1 porosities, which were 0.30, 0.43, 0.60. Resulting NAPL saturations 

due to these three simulations have been compared in Figure (7.8). The intruded NAPL 

volumes are 0.381, 0.413, and 0.451 m3, respectively. 

O-d 
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4-0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0 

Distance (m) 

Figure 7.8) NAPL saturation for different Porosity 



7.3 Van Genuchten parameters 

To investigate whether the constitutive pararneters in the van Genuchten relationships 

have an important effect on the distriiution of NAPL in the unsaturated zone, two- 

dimensional simulations were carried out in the domain displayed in Figure (7.1). The soi1 

hydrauiic conductivity was 4 .0~10 '~  m / s  and three difFerent sets of VG pararneters were 

chosen: 

NAPL saturation distributions in the unsaturated zone are shown in Figure (7.9) and the 

volume of NAPL at the end of the simulations are 0.08 l,OA 13, 0.442 m3 . 

Distance (m) 

Figure 7.9) NAPL saturation distribution for dflerent VG parameters 



7.4 NAPL hydraulic head in infiltration area 

In order to illustrate the influence of the NAPL hydraulic head in the infiltration area, the 

same domain as in previous test was used with dif5erent hydraulic heads. Other 

parameters remaineci constant and only the hydraulic head was changed to 1, 5, 10, and 20 

cm, respectively. The NAPL saturation distributions are shown in Figure (7.10) and 

NAPL volume for these values were 0.371,0.413,0.462, and 0.541, respectively. 

Distance (m) 

Figure 7.10) NAPL saturation Distribution for different infîtration head 



7.5 Discussion 

An examination of the resuits fiom the numerical simulation clearly indicates the 

significant innuence of the hydrauiic conduaivity on intrusion depth. An uicrease in the 

hydraulic conductivity results in a correspondhg increase in NAPL saturation and intruded 

volume. The results are ail the mxe signincant when it is realized that the simulation was 

mn for a period of only two hours. Tuming now to the tests using different porosities, it 

may be seen that the influence of the porosity is much less marked. However, once more 

it m u t  not be forgotten that the difrences are noticeable after ody two hours. Typical 

predictive cornputations wouid be executed for a much longer tirne period, perhaps 

spanning several years and therefore, it must be concluded that the influence of varying 

porosity is likely to be signiticant. The same order ofvariability in the results are observed 

with the van Genuchten parameters and with the NAPL hydraulic head. 

A general conclusion that may be drawn detailed knowledge of the soi1 characteristics is 

desirable in order for any mode1 to provide reliable estimates of NAPL intrusion. In the 

absence of this detailed data, a sound approach would be to detemine the variability of 

the soi1 characteristics and provide confidence intervals on the position (and dilution) of 

the contaminant plume. 



CHAPTER MII 

CONCLUSION 

In this dissertation, an attempt has been made to numerically simulate the propagation of a 

multi-phase flow of NAPL in the unsaturated zone of heterogeneous porous media. The 

mode1 is formulated in a two-dimensional vertical cross section. The mass transfer 

process, including dissolution of NAPL in the water phase and volatilization of NAPL to 

the gas phase, is represented by a simple, physically-based first-order mass transfer 

mechanism in the sink tenn. 

A finite difFerence scheme using the method of support-operators was applied to discretize 

the governing partial differential equations. This method which was used for the first time 

to the field of hydrogeology may be used to construct a fuite difference scheme on grids 

of arbitrary structure. The support-operators method was chosen over the finite element 

method due to its relative sirnplicity and the fact that there was no priori reason to expect 

that finite element methods woufd aff'ord superior results. A standard argument in support 

of the finite element method is noting its greater versatiiity in handling irregular 

boundaries. Such an argument is no longer valid in the present context, since an irregular 

mesh may aiso be handled by the support-operators method. Furthemore, since the 

method is based on an integral fomulation, conservation of variable quantities is assured. 



The goveming equations were posed in terms of hydraulic pressure heads, since pressure 

is continuous at fluid and material interfaces. 

The support-operators method gives rise to a series of simultaneous aigebraic nonlinear 

equations that must be resolved. A fully coupled Newton-Raphson technique was chosen 

to handle the nonlinearity and solve the equations sequentially in an iterative fashion. The 

nonlinearities inherent in the goveming equations are the relative permeability Kp=Kp(ha), 

saturation Sa =Sa (ha), and gas phase density p, = p, (h,). The equations are coupled 

because in dl equations more than one primary variable appears concurrently. The 

Jacobian matrices were evaluated analyticaily not only to obtain more stable solutions in 

heterogeneous soi1 media but dso to speed up the computations. 

Three phase permeability-saturation-capilhy pressure relations are defined by an 

extension of the Van Genuchten model. In some situations where one of the fluids in the 

flow domain approaches irreducible or full saturation, the behavior of the constitutive 

relationships requûes carefiil handling. These problems were circumvented in the rnodel 

by imposing upper and lower bounds to the values of these relationships. 

Since very few experiments containing a LNAPL flow were available and none of them 

was done in a heterogeneous porous medium, a laboratory experiment was conducted to 

provide a better understanding of the physical behavior of multi-phase tlow in the 



unsanirated zone and ver@ the model against a heterogeneous case. The experimental 

investigation contained two main sets of laboratory tests: 

) Some independent tests in order to find the physical characteristics of the soi1 such as 

saturated hydraulic conductivity, soil-moisture retention curves, and the dry density; 

2) LNAPL flow using n-heptane. 

The results of the experiment proved that the NAPL moving downward from a coarse- 

grained material will encounter a higher entry pressure when a finer-grained layer is 

contacted. This behavior caused the spreading of heptane above the fine sand at the 

interface between the coarse and fine sand in the laboratory experiment. The NAPL 

migrated preferentiaily dong the coarse-grained layer, and did not substantially penetrate 

the fine-grained layer. The numerical model was able to successfully sirnulate the 

experimentally observed behavior of the LNAPL. 

Using experimental results and also anaiytical and experimental works of other 

researchers, the numerical model was then fùrther calibrated and verified. The mode1 may 

be used to simulate the complete movement of NAPLs f?om underground storage tanks or 

oil spills in variably saturated porous media. It may also be used to analyze two-phase 

flow of water and NAPL in a system in which gas is either absent or present but at 

constant pressure. Required input data for flow anaiysis consists of initial conditions, soi1 

hydraulic pro perties fluid properties, t h e  integration paramet ers, boundary condition 
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data and mesh geometry. The prograrn will predict the pressure head and saturation of the 

three phases at every node at specified output intervals. Its numerical scheme, the method 

of support-operators, allows the model to be applied on an irregular boundary without 

adding to the complexity of the solution. 

The sensitivity analysis of model parameters showed that hydraulic conductivity has the 

most significant infiuence on the flow of NAPL compared to the other soi1 characteristics. 

High porosity of the media rnay limit the area of contaminated soi1 due to its high capacity 

of containing the pollutant. 

It is recommended that further work in this area include the following: 

Addition of a solute transpon option to the present model to improve its applicability 

to real cases so that cornplete simulation may be realized with a single model. 

Although the model developed in this study takes a variety of complex processes into 

account there are nevertheless some other processes which should be considered in the 

modeling of the phenornenon, such as hysteresis, radioactive decay and 

biodegradation. 

Fractured media is an important source for water supply in many areas and movement 

of NAPLs in this media needs special consideration The pattern of NAPL rnovement 

and ultimate distribution in fkactlired geologic media is controlled primarily by the 

orientation and interco~~~lection of the £iactures. 



This investigation could be extended to three-dimensions to study the phenornena 

more accurately. 

a Many NAPLs are mixtures of severai chernical compounds. Each cornpound may 

have a different solubility or volatility. The chernicd composition of NAPL and plume 

wouid therefore, change as it migrates witfün the soil. The laboratory experirnent and 

numerical method may be extended for multi-cornponent fluids which would offer 

simulations one step closer to reality. 
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APPENDIX 1: JACOBIAN MATRIX COMPONENTS 

For (i=2,. . . ,Mg I ; k2,. . . N-1) the derivatives of equation (4.8) for 

follows: 

matrix are as 





For boundary nodes, ( F I ;  k=2,N-1) we get the following non-zero components: 





For (i=2,. . . M ; k=l ), we get: 



For (i=M ; k2,. . . ,N), the non-zero elements are: 
- 





For (i=2,. . . ,M ; k=N), the non-zero elements are: 

aF - = -- ) k t - !  ,k-1 
[ (~t- l ,k  - x 1,k-1 XxlI - Xi-~.k-~ 

%&-1 VNt,k Q~-l.k-! 



For corner node (l,l), we get: 

al, wk 



For corner node (M, 1), we get: 



For corner node (l,N), we get: 

) f i l . * - !  

+ ( ~ i + l . L  - 'i J-I IzL.k - 'i+l.k-l 
%-1 

For corner node MN), we get: 





APPENDIX II: INPUT AND OUTPUT DATA FILE FOR 

LABORATORY EXPERIMENT SIMULATION 

List of input data parameters are as follows: 

NROW 

NCOL 

MXIT 

NSTAT 

NPHASE 

IRES 

TSTR 

DT 

T h u x  

TPRN 

TOLF 

TOLX 

NCBEG(k) 

NCrn(1<) 

FAC 1 

FAC2 

DEFA 

Number of rows 

Number of columns 

Maximum number of iteration 

=O no change in source/sink value Vs time 

= 1 Read new source/sink values fiom data file in every t h e  step 

Number of phases in the system 

=O start fiom initial condition at t=O 

=1 restart problem and read initial condition from previous solution 

=O no mass iraasfer between phases 

= 1 considering mass tratlsfei due to dissolution and volatilization 

Starting tirne of simulation 

Time sep 

Maximum simulation time 

Time interval for printout of the results 

Relative dowable error 

Absolute aüowable error 

Beginning column number in each row 

Final column number in each row 

Conversion factor number 1 

Conversion factor number 2 

Defdt  value for reading each set of data 



IPRN 

ITYPEW 

ITYPEN 

TSHW 

VSHW 

TSHN 

VSHN 

TSFN 

VSFN 

X 

z 
RHOW 

VMUW 

MON 

VMUN 

W A  

betanw 

betaan 

NMAT 

AF2 

VVN2 

TSRW2 

TSNP2 

=O not to print the read data in output 

=i print the read data in output 

For defining the boundary conditions for water: 

=O interna1 nodes 

= negative number, prescribed head for water phase 

= positive number, prescnbed flow for water phase 

For denning the boundary condition for NAPL (same as ITYPEW) 

Time for defining the schedule of each boundary condition for water head 

Value for d e h g  the schedule of each boundary condition for water head 

Tirne for defining the schedule of each boundary condition for NAPL head 

Value for d e h g  the schedule of each boundary condition for NAPL head 

Tirne for d e h g  the schedule of each boundary condition for NAPL flow 

Value for defining the schedule of each boundary condition for NAPL flow 

x-coordinates of nodes in x direction 

z-coordinates of nodes in z direction 

Density of water 

Viscosity of water 

Density of NAPL 

Viscosity of NAPL 

Viscosity of air 

NAPL-water scaiing parameter, Pm 
Air-NAPL scaling parameter, p, 
Number of soii materials 

parameter a in VG relatioaships 

parameter n in VG relationships 

Residual water saturation 

Resîdual NAPL saturation 

Porosity 



P& Saturateci hydraulic conductivity 
zk Ration of conductivity in z direction to that in x direction, KzlKx 

JSMAT Materid type of each node 

IFW =O initial condition for water is caiculated ffom bilinear interpolation 

=I read initial condition for each node fiom data file 

IFN =O no initial condition for NAPL 

=1 initial condition for NAPL is calculated from bilinear interpolation 

=2 read initial condition for each node fiom data file 

W1 Value of water head in left boundary 

W2 Value of water head in right boundary 

INPUT FILE 

Laboratory Experiment-MohammadiaKahaWita 
M O  W,NCOL,MXIT,NSTAT,NPHASE,IRES,ITRN 
29,25,30,2,0,0 
TSTR,DT,TMAX,TPRN,TOLF,TOLX 
0,0.01,375,60,.1,0.001 
NCBEG(k),NCEM)@) 
1 , Z  
1 ,Z 
1 ,Z 
l,25 
l , Z  
1,25 
l , Z  
l,25 
1,25 
1,25 
1,25 
1 ,25 
l,25 
1,25 
1 ,Z 
l,25 
l,25 
l,25 



1 ,2S 
l,25 
1,25 
l,2S 
1.25 
l,2S 
l , Z  
ITYPEW 
1 .O, 1.0.0.0,O : FAC 1 ,FACZ,DEF%IPRN 
1717~.,27171.0737171.074,171.0757171.0,671,1.0 



8,29,1.,9,29,1.,10,29,1.,11,29,1.,12,29,-12.,13,29,-12. 
14,29,-12.,15,29,-12.,16,29,-12.,17,29,1.,18,29,1.,19,29,1. 
20,29,1.,21,29,1.,22,29,1.,23,29,1.,24,29,1.,25,29,1. 
o,o,o.,o,o,o.,o,o,o.,o,o,o.,o,qo.,o,o,o. 
TSHW,VSHW Schedules for water head at boundaries 
O., 10.8 
IO., 10.8 
1 OO., 10.8 
9999. O, 1 O. 8 
0.,9.3 
10.,9.3 
1 OO.,9.3 
9999.O,9.3 
0.,8.8 
10.,8.8 
100.,8.8 
9999.,8.8 
0.,7.3 
1 O.J.3 
100.,7.3 
9999.,7.3 
0.,6.8 
1 O.,6.8 
1 OO.,6.8 
9999.,6.8 
0.,5.3 
I0.,5.3 
1 OO.,5.3 
9999.53 
0.,4.8 
10.,4.8 
1 OO.,4.8 
9999.,4.8 
O.,3 .3 
1O.J .3 
1 OOJ.3 
9999.,3.3 
0.,2.8 
10.,2.8 
100.,2.8 
9999.,2.8 
O., 1.3 
10.J.3 



IOO., 1.3 
9999., 1 -3 
0.,0.8 
1 O.,O.8 
100.,0.8 
9999.,0.8 
TSHN, VSHN Schedules for NAPL head at boundaries 
0.,3.0 
1 O.,3 .O 
lOO.,3.O 
9999.,3 .O 
TSFN,VSFN Schedules for Water and NAPL flow at boundaries 
O.,O.O 
10.,0.0 
100.,0.0 
9999.,0.0 
X 
0.0,5.0,15.0,25.0,35.0,45.0 
50.0,55.0,60.0,62.0,63.0,64.0 
66.0,68.5,70.0,72.0,73.0,74.0 
84.0,94.0,104.0,114.0,124.0,134.0 
137.0 
z 
0.0,2.0,4.0,6.0,8.0,10.0 
12.0,14.0,16.0,18.0,20.0,22.0 
24.0,26.0,27.5,29.0,3 1.0,32.5 
35.0,36.5,37.5,39.0,42.0,44.0 
46.0,47.5,50.0,52.0,54.0 
RHOW,VMüW,RHON,vMuN,VMüA, betanw,betaan 
998.2,O.OO 17685.8,.000409,0.0000 1,1.95,3 -65 
NMAT 
3 
AF2,VVN2,TSRW2,TSNP2,PORS2,pmr2,zk=Kz(Kx 
0.0328,3.00,0.0157,0.01,0.525,.027,1.0 
0.0893,2.81,.00100,0.01,0.575,0.13,1.1538 
0.0271,5.72,0.17,0.01,0.374,1.0e-24,l.O 
KMAT : Matenal type of each node 
1.0,l .O, 1 .o,o 
1, 16,2.0,2,16,2.0,3,16,2.0,4,16,2.0,5,16,2.0,6, 16,Z.O 
7,16,2.0,8,16,2.0,9,16,2.0,10,16,2.0,1 1,16,2.0,12,16,2.0 
13,16,2.0,14,16,2.0,15,16,2.0,16,16,2.0,17,16,2.0,18,16,2.0 
19,16,2.0,20,16,2.0,21,16,2.0,22,16~2.0,23, 16,2.0,24,16,2.0 
25,16,2.0,1,17,2.0,2,17,2.0,3,17,2.0,4,17,2.0,5,17,2.0 



OUTPUT FILE 

Laboratory Experiment-Mo-wita 

initiai Conditions 































124.000 54.000 -44.558 -15.516 ,000 .27470 .O0000 .72530 
134.000 54.000 -44.667 -15.554 .O00 ,27360 .O0000 ,72640 
137.000 54.000 -44.700 -15.565 ,000 .27330 .O0000 .72670 
NiTbU VOLUME OF WATER = 2704.0810 
INITIAL VOLUME OF OlL = .O000 































III: LIST OF PROGRAM 

NSTAT=;O NO CHANGE IN DISCHARGES Vs TIME 
NSTAT=l READ NEW DISCHARGES FROM DATA FlLE IN EVERY TiME STEP 
lF(NSTAT.EQ.0.AND.T.EQ.DT)THEN 
CALL REDDAT(RSSW) 
CALL REDDAT(RSSN) 
CALL REDDAT(RSSA) 

ENDIF 
IFWSTATEQ. 1)THEN 
NUMB=-1 SOURCEYSINK TERM IS THE SAME AS PREVIOUS TIME STEP 

READ(I, *)NUMB 
IF(NUMB.NE.-1)CALL REDDAT(RSSW) 
READ(1, *)NUMB 
IF(NUMB.NE.-1)C ALL REDDAT(RSSN) 
READ(1, *)NUMB 
IF(NUMB.NE.-1)CALL REDDAT(RSS A) 

ENDIF 
DO 200 K=I,NROW 
DO 200 I=NCBEG(K),NCEM>(K) 

200 CONTINUE 
NDOB=NNODESNPHASE 

IF(K3;IEV.EQ.O)GOTO 
DO 1000 rr=i,Mxrr 
WTitep,*)rr 
Dû 50 L=l,NDOB 
DO 50 LL=l,NDOB 
FJAC(L,LL)=O.O 
if(i.eq.il)Qac~)-i .O 

50 coatinue 
Dû 51 L=lJJDOB 

51 FVEC(Lw.0 
C DOS2K=l,NROW 



C U  SK(HW.HN,HA,NPHASE) 
NST= 1 
CALL TRANSOI(ST) 
CALL VECT(NST) 
C A U  FMAT(NST) 

NST=2 
CALL TRANS(NST) 
CALL VECT(NST) 
CALL FMAT(NST) 

iF(NpHASE.EQ. 3)THEN 
NST=3 
C U  TRA 
CALL VECT(NST) 
C ALL FMATWST) 
ENDIF 

write(l3.*)it 
do 1313 I=l,ndob 
write(l3. *)l.fvec(l) 

C 13 1 3 continue 
C close(l3) 
C*****************************t*********** 

e+0. 
do 1 1 iI= l.nD0B 

en+errf+abs(fiec(iI)) 
continue 

if(eM. le. tolf)GOTO 1 O0 1 
do 12 il= 1,nDOB 

p(il)=-hec(i1) 
continue 

ail ludcmp(fjac,nDOB~C,indx,d) 
cal1 lubksb(fiac.nDOB~C,ind.u,p) 
errHW=O. 
ERRHN=O. 
ERRHA=O. 
ND= 1-NPHASE 
DO 13 K=l,NROW 



L 

CALL SK 

1000 CONTINUE 
WRITE(*,*)' NO CONVERGENCE ! ! !' 

1001 write(*,'(ll Time = ",f9.1)')T 
IF(INT(T/TPRN)*TPRN.EQ.T)THEN 

WRITE(J,32 l)T 



OPEN(4,FLE=TEMPDAT,STATUS='UNKNOwES) 
READ( 1, i7O)TITLE 

WRITE(4,170)TITLE 
READ(l,l7O)TITLE 

READ(1 ,*)NROW,NCOL~,NSTAT,NPHASE~S,ITRN 
READ( I,l7O)TiTLE 
READ(1, *)TS~T,TMAx,TPRN,TOLF*TOLX 

C GAS COMPRESSIBILITY 
C COMPRESSIBLE ICOM=O 
C INCOMPRESSIBLE ICOM= 1 

IF(NPHASE.EQ. 3)- 
READ(l,l7O)TITLE 
READ(l,*)ICOM 

ENDIF 
c WRITE(*,170)TITLE 
c ~ (* ,* )MIOW,NCOLQT,TMA)I /TPRN,TOLF,TO~,NSTAT.NPHASE 

RE AD( 1,170)TITLE 
DO K= 1,NROW 

READ( l?*)NCBEG(K),NC~(K) 
C -(*,*)NCBEG(K),NCm(K) 

ENDDO 
NNODE-O 
DO 175 K=2,NROW-1 
DO 175 I=NCBEG(K),NCEM)(K) 
NNODE=NNODE+ 1 

175 CONTINUE 
C PRESCRIBED HEAD 
C PRESCRIBED FLOW 
C Intenial Nctdes O 
C 

CALL REDDATcTypEW) 
CALL REDDAT(TYPEN) 

Negative numbers 
Positive numbers 



ENDDO 
EmDO 
NSCHW=TYWAXH 
NSCFW=TYWAXF 
NScm=TYNAxH 
NSCI;N=TYNAXF 
NSCHA=TYWAXH 
NSCFA=TYWAXF 

SCHADULE FOR PRESCIUBED HEAD FOR WATER 
DO IPE= L,NSCHW 
READ(1 ,*)IPHW 
DO IG= 1,IPHw 
R E m  1, *)TPHW(IG)mWIG) 
ENDDO 
SCHADULE FOR PRESCRIBER HEAD FOR NAPL 
READ( 1, *)PHN 
DO IG= 1,IPHN 
READ( l,*)Trn(IG)J=HN(IG) 
ENDDO 
SCHADULE FOR PRESCRIBED HEAD FOR AIR 
IF(NPHASE.EQ.3)THEN 
READ(1, *)Pm 
DO IG=l,IPHA 
RE AD(l,*)TpHA(IG)pW(IG) 
ENDDO 
ENDIF 

SCHADULE FOR PRESCRIBED FLOW FOR WATER 
READ(1 ,*)Pm 
Do IG=l,IPFw 
R E m  1 .')TPFWGG)P~GG) 
ENDDO 

SCHADUE FOR PRESCRIBED FLOW FOR NAPL 
RE AD( 1 ,*)IPFN 
DO IG=l,IfFN 
READ( mTpFN(IG)JwIGl 
ENDDO 

SCHADULE FOR PRESCRIBED FLOW FOR AIR 
IF(NPHASE EQ.3)THEN 
READ( 1, *)n'FA 



DO IG= 1,IPFA 
RE AD( 1, *)TPFA(TG)pFA(IG) 
ENDDO 
ENDrF 

c********* ********** 
CALL REDDAT(X) 
CALL REDDAT(Z) 

c********* ********** 
c RE AD( 1 ,'(A)')TITLE 
C R E A D ( I , * ) m n Z  
C DX4TX/.FLOAT(NCOL-I) 
C DZ=TWFLOAT(NROW-1) 
C DO 134 K=l,NROW 
C DO 134 I=l,NCOL 
C X(WC)=FLOAT(I-l)*DX 
C Z(I,K)=FLOAT(K-1)*DZ 
Cl34 CONTINUE 
C DC 137 K=I,NROW 
c X(l,K)=o.O 
C X(NCOLJC}=1110.0 
Cl37 CONTINUE 
C Z(1,2)=5.0 
C Z(NCOL,2)=5.0 
C DûK=3,NROW-I 
C Z(i,iC)=Z(l,K-l)+DZ 
C Z(NCOL,K)=Z(NCOL,K- 1)+DZ 
C ENDDO 
c z(l,NRoW)=z(l,NRow-1)+5.0 
c z~coL,NROW)tZ(NCoL~oW-l)+5.0 
C Dû138I=l,NCOL 
C Z(I,I)=o.O 
C Z(&NROW)=Z(I,NROW-lfi5.0 
Cl38 CONTINUE 
C X(2,1)=5.0 
C X(2,NROW)=5.0 
C DO I=3,NCOL-1 
C X(I,l)=X(r-l,l)+l>X 
C X(I,NROW)=X(I-l,NROW)+DX 
C ENDDO 
c DO 129 K=l,NROW 
cl29 WRITE(11,'(14F7.2)')(X(I,K),1=1,14) 
c DO 131 K=l,NROW 
c 13 1 WRITE(lI,'(14F7.2)')(Z(IJC),I= 1,M) 
c close(l1) 
C*****"** ********** 

DO 145 K=l,NROW 
Do 145 I=I,NCOL 
~eq.nrow.or.i.eq.ncol)then 

sîgma(i,k)= 1 .O 
goto 145 

endif 



sigma(&K) =û.S*((x(i,k)-x(i+l Jr+l))*(z(i+l,k)-z(i JI)) - 
* (x(i+ I ,k)-x(i,k+ 1 ))*(z(i,k)-z(i+ 1 ,k+ 1))) 

145 CONTINUE 
c Computing Iength of nodes As,zie,zin,ziw 

c South and North boiinAiiry - intenial nodes 
do i=2,nml-1 
m i )  = 0.5*sqrt((x(i+l, 1)-x(i-I,1))**2 + 
* (z(i+l,l)-z(i-I, 1))**2) 

zln(i) = O. S*sqrt((x(i+ 1 ,Nm)-x(i- 1 ,Nrow))+S2 + 
* (z(i+ 1,Nrow)-z(i- 1 ,Nrow))"2) 
end do 

c East and West bounchy - internai nodes 
do j=2,Nrow- 1 
m=ncol 

Zia) = O.S"sqrt((x(Mj+l)-x(Mj-1))**2 + 
* (z(MJ+ l)-z(Mj-l))**2) 

zlw(j) = O.S*sqrt((x(l j+l)-x(l j-1))**2 + * (z(l,j+l)-z(1J-1))**2) 
end do 

c Comer (ML) 
m-acol 

ziM 1 = O.S*sqrt((x(M-I,l)-x@l,2))**2 + 
* (z(M- 1,l)-z(M,2))**2) 

c Corner MN) 
zlMN = 0.5 *sqrt((x(hi/Nmw-1)-x(M-l,Nmw))**2 + 
* (z(M,Nrow- 1)-z(M- 1 ,Nr0w))**2) 



123  CO^ 
ELSE 

c READ(*,'(A\)')' NO. OF MATERIAL TYPES :' 
c P m * ,  ' NO. OF MATERIAL TYPES :' 

RE AD( 1,170)TITLE 
READ(*,*)NMAT 
DO LPN= 1,NMAT 

READ(l,*)AE2(LpN),VVNZ(LPN),TSRW2VN),TSNP2(LPN) 
& 90RS2(LPW*pmr~(LPN),* 

ENDDO 
CALL REDDAT(TYP) 

DO K=l,NROW 
DO I= 1,NCOL 
kmat(w==(e) 
nfl=kmat(i,k) 
alpWiJrPafl(nfl) 
~ ~ ~ ~ = ( ~ )  
m(iJrl==(nfl) 
snmin(i,k)==p2(nfî) 
p W ~ l = = ~ ( n f l )  
enddo 
do i=ncûeg(k),ncend(k) 
nfî=kmat(i,k) 
pe~~(lkFpmr2(nfl) 
-(nflFP-(nfl)** 
enddo 
enddo 

ENDlF 
READ(1,170)TITLE 

C INITIAL CONDITION FOR WATER AM) NAPL 
C PRESSURE HEAD FROM BlLINEAR INTERPOLATION = O 
C NONUMFORM WATER PRESSURE DISRIBUTION IFW = 1 
C NO NAPL CONDITION IFN = 1 



C NONUNiFORM NAPL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION IFN = 2 
READ( l ,*)IFWrn 
IF(iFW.EQ.0)THEN 

READ(l,l7li)ïTïLE 
READ(l,*)WPI,WP2 
ENDIF 
IF(IFW.EQ. 1)CALL R E D D A T O  
IF(IFN.EQ.0)THEN 

READ(l,17O)TITLE 
READ(1, *)OP 1 ,OP2 
ENDIF 
IF(IFN.EQ.2)CALL R E D D A T o  

CSSS+++S**+f *+*W M O D m  FOR EXAMPLE 2 - MOFAT *S"**** 

C CALL REDDAT(HW) 
C CALLREDDAT(HN) 
C CALL REDDAT(HA) 
c DO 10 I=1,12 
c DO 10 K=1,9 
c RE AD( l,*~~IJom(I~)~(IJo 
c HW(I,K)=HW(IJC)+ 100. 
c HN(I,K)=HN(I,K)* 1ûO. 
c HA(I,K)=HA(I,K)* 100. 
cl0 CONTINUE 

"m'LE=' Hw' 
C U  OUTPT(HW, 1 .O, 1 -0,Trrx.E) 
==' Hn' 
CALL O r n ( H N ,  1 .O, 1 .O,TITLE) 
==' Ha' 
CALL O U T P T W  1 .O, 1 -0,TITLE) 

C******************************************* 
c CALL REDDAT(PERM) 

do k=l,nrow 
doi= 1,ncul 
gammaw(i,k)=û.O 
gamxMn(i,k)=O .O 
ga==(*)=O.O 
enddo 
enddo 

ccccc 
icn=l 
idiIn= I 
imcoi=o 
jW4 
W 4 . 0  
tfà~F1.03 
mixfi$).o 

CCCCC 
h = l  
ifemc=l 
kfemc=O 
irada 



ioiI=O 
iair-O 
nzj= 1 
if(nphase.ne. 1)ioil- 1 
if(nphase.eq.3)iair= I 
w r i t e ( 4 , 3 7 0 ) ~ ~ i ~ i o ~ , i a i r , i ~ i ~ i f e m c 1 k f e m c  

370 fonnat(I5) 
3 80 format(7e 10.4) 

mtx=9Oûû 
kequl=O 
isoive=l 
itpnt 1=0 
write(4,3 7O)m~riYci~NMAT,icn,nrow,ncoI,kequl,imeor,isoIve, itpnt 1 
nbeg=- i0 
nend=5ûû 



imat=2 
write(4,'(iS)')imat 
if(nrow.ge.ncol)write(4,380)((Eanat(iJc),i= l ,ncol),k= 1 , n m )  
if(nco1. gt.nrow)write(4,380)((kmat(iJc),k= 1 ,nrow ),i= 1 ,ncol) 
endif 
IF(I0IL.EQ. 1. A.ND.IAIREQ. l)WRlTE(4,'(iS,e 10.4)')icom,trnxg 

c CALL REDDAT(GAMMAW) 
c CALL REDDAT(GAMMAN) 
c IF(NPHASE.EQ.3)CALL REDD AT(GAMMAA) 
C Dû93K=l,NROW 
C Dû 93 I=NCBEG(K),NCEM)(K) 
c Q~(IK)=QW~~)*DXrn 
c QNCW=QN(SK)*DXO 
C93 CONTINUE 
17Q FORMAT(A64) 

RETURN 
END 

c******************************************************************** 
SUBROUTiNE REDDAT(EXA) 

C 
PARAMETER (MNI=20, MNK=20) 
DIMENSION EXA(MM,MNK),UPS(6),iRW(6),ICL(6) 
CHARACïER*64 TITLE 
COMMON/MM)I NROW,NCOLNNODE,NCBEG(MM(),NCEND(MNK).NPMSE,DT 
READ(l.18O)TITLE 

C KPRN=l PRINT IMTAL VALUE IN OUTPUT FLE 
READ(1 ,*)DEFALT,FAC 1 ,FAC2J#RN 
DO 150 K=l,NROW 
DO 150 I=l,ncol 
EXA(IK)=DEFALT+FAC 1 *FAC2 

150 CONTINUE 
DO 40 I=l,lûûûû 
READ( 1,*)(IRW(K),IU(K),UPS(K)tK= 196) 

c -(2,'(6(2~D.3))3(IRw(K),Ia(K)?UPS(K)&= 1,6) 
DO 40 KJ=1,6 

IF(IRW~EQ.0)Go TO 50 
EXA(IRW(KJ),ICL(KJ))=UPS~*FAC 1 *FAC2 

40 CONTINUE 
50 IF(KPRN.EQ. 1)CAL.L OUTPT(EXAJâc1 ,fàc2,TïZZE) 
180 FORMAT(A64) 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE O U T P T ~ l ~ T I T L E )  
PARAMETER (UM=20, -20) 
DIMENSION F.rXA(MlqMm),WRT(M. 
COMMONJGEOI X @ M & f N K ) ~ ) , S I G M A ( M M , M N K )  
COMMON/MM)/ NROW,NCOL,NNODE,NCBEG(MNK),NCEM)(MM(),NPKASE,DT 
CHARACTER*64 TIrIZE 
W=(5,'(64A)?= 
Dû 70 K=NRûW,l,-1 
Dû 80 I=l,NCOL 



80 WRT(I)=O.O 
DO 90 I=NCBEG(K),NCEMD(K) 

90 WRT(I)=EXA(I,K)/%c 1 I f e  
=(5,73)(WRT(IC),IC= 1,NCOL) 
DO 70 I=NCBEG(K),NC.(K) 
W ( 7 , ' ( 3  G 15.3 )')X(LK)Z(W), WRT(I) 

70 CONTINUE 
-(5,'(/)3 

73 FORMAT(22(1X,F9.3)) 
RETU'RN 
END 

SüBROUTINE FMAT(NST) 
INCLUDE 'COMON-BLK' 

LANDA= I.17E-6 
RHA0=0.00112 
RAC=O.O 
NDOB=NNODESNPHASE 

kn=nrow 
rn=ncol 

C 
DO 100 K=2,NROW-l 
DO 1Oû I=NCBEG(K)+l,NCEND(K)-1 

F(NST.EQ. l)ïïY=TYPEW(I,K) 
IF(NST.EQ.2)ITY=ïYPEN(I,K) 
IF(NST.EQ. 3)ITY=ïYPEA(IJo 

IF(ITY.EQ.2)GOTO 100 
if(nsteq.3.andsa(î,k)LE. 1 E3)goto 100 

c if(nst.q.2.andhn(i,k).eq.O.O)goto 100 
NC=O 
DO 300 II=l,K-1 

300 NC=NC+(NCEM)(II)-NCBEGO+ 1) 



IF(NST.EQ.2)RHoX=RHoN 
RHY= 1.0 
RHOL= 1 .O 

ENDIF 
rpd=rhy~hi(iJc)/dt 
xn=n(i, k) 
emi= 1 .O- 1 ./xn 
IF (NPHASE.EQ. 1 .AND.NST.EQ. 1)THEN 
lIAW=HA&K)-hW(i,k) 
i f w  W. 1e.epsi)then 

ch=O.O 
goto 23 

endif 
swbar= 1 .O/((l.O+(ALphA(î,k)*HAW)**XN)**EMI) 
ch l=(l .-m(i,k))*(xn-i .)*alpba(i,k)**w 
c h w c h l  *swbaP*(l+(xn/(xn-l.)))*HAW**(xn-1.) 
if(chww.gt. 1 . 0 ) c h w  1 .O 
chw~=~hww*rpd 
chnn4.0 
chaa=o.o 
ENDIF 
IF (NPHASE.NE. 1. AND.NST.EQ. 1)THEN 
HNW=HN(I,K)-HW(I,K) 
SWBAR= I .O/((l.+(ALPHA(I~)*BETANW*HNW)**XN)**EMI) 
CHl=(XN-1 .)*(SWBAP*((EMI+ 1 .)/EMI)) 
CHWW=CH1 *(ALPHA(IK)*BETANW)**XN*HNW**(XN-1.) 
if(chWW.gt. 1 .O)chWW= 1 .O 
chmhWWIrpd 
CHWN=-CHWW 
ENDIF 
IF (NPHASENE. l.AND.NST.EQ.2)THEN 
HAN=HA(I*K)-HN(IX) 
SWT= 1J((1.+(ALPHA(1&)*BETAANiLHAN)**XN)**EMI) 
CH l=(XN- 1 .)*(SWTS*((EMI+ f .)/EMI)) 
CH2=CHl *(ALPHAm)*BETANW)**XN*HAW**(XN-1.) 
CHNN=m+cHWN 
if(cbNN.gt 1 .O)chNN= 1.0 
chnn=chnn*rpd 
chww=O.O 
chaa4.0 
mIF 
m=m 

c IF (NPHASEEQ.3.AND.NST.EQ.3)TfIEN 
C 
C 

if(i.eq. 1 .and.ne. 1 .and.ne.nn,w)then 
csx = +OS*(z(2,k)-Z( 1Jr-l))* 
* ~(i~i)*(z(l~~z(2$-1))/(2.*sgma(lJ-l))- 
* zLxy(l&-l)*(x(lk)-x(2Jr-l)y(2.*sigma(~k-l))) 
csy = -OS*(x(2J)-x(1Jr-l))* 
* (~(l&-l)*(z(lJc)-z(2&-1)Y(2.*sigma( 1.k-W- 





C 
cc = -(ce + cne + cn + CS +cscschww..cban-chaa) 
FJAC(NO,(NN*NPHASEFJA~~)=C~LT))=CC 

C 
f i  

goto 100 
endif 

group related to approximation of term 
n y * W  duidx + kyy du/@) 

cex = -0.5*(z(i,2)-z(i+l,l))* 
* ( kx(i, 1 )*(z(i+ 1.2)-z(i, 1))/(2. *sigma(i, 1))- 

zkxy(i, 1 )*(x(i+ 13)-x(i, 1))/(2. *sigma(i, 1))) 

cnw =(cnwx + cnwy)/zls(i) 
FJAC(NO,(NLTW*NPHASE-LT))=CNW 





cs =(csx + csy)/zin(i) 
FJAC(N0, (ND *NFWE-LT))=C S 

C 
C 

csex = +Ws(z(i+ 1 Jsn)-z(i,kn-1))" 
* (-kx(i,kn- 1 )*(ai+ 1 $n)-z(iJcn-1))/(2.*- 
* w(i,kn- 1 )*(x(i+ 1 $XI)-x(i,kn-1))/(2. *sigma(i,ku- 1 ))) 



ce =(tex + cey)/Ztn(i) 
FJAC(NO,(WNPHASE-LT))=CE 

C 
C 

cc = - (cw + csw +CS + cse +ce-chww-chnn~~haa) 
FJAC(NO,(NN*NPHAsE-LT))=CC 

goto 100 
endif 



cnw =(mm + cnwy)/zie(k) 
FJAC(NO,@JUW*NPHASE-LT))=CNW 

cc = -(cn + cnw + cw + csw + CS-chww-ch<haa) 
FJAC(NO,(NN*NPHASE-LT))=CC 

goto 100 
endif 



goto 100 
endif 

cw =(m + cWy)/zlMl 
FJAC(N0, (NL * N'HASE-LT))=C W 

C 
cxwx = -0SS(z(M,2)-z(M-1, 1))* 

* ~(M-1,1)*(~~2)-~(U-l,1))/(2~*si~(M-~,l))- 
* ~(M-l,l)*(x~2)-x(M-l,1))/(2.*sigma(M-l,1))) 

c group reiated to approximation of tenn 
c ny*m du/dx + kyy 

cnwy = +oS*(x(M,2)-x(M-l,1))* 
(zkxy(M- 1,1)*(~~2)-z(M- I,1))/(2. *aw(M- 1 , 1))- 

* kz(M- 1 , l)* (x(hrS2)-x(M-l , l ))/ (2. *sigma(M-l,l))) 



goto 100 
endif 

cex = -o.5*(z(2,kn)-z(lJcn-l))* 
* ~(l~-l)*(z(l~)-z(2~-l))/(2.*sip(lb-l))- 
* zkxy(1 @-1)*(~(l,h)-x(2,kn-1))/(2. *si-(l Jai- 1))) 

goto 100 
endif 



goto 100 





~z(~-~Jc) -z (~Jc+ 1)) 
*(KX(i- 1 ,k)l(2.dO*sigma(i-1 $)))*(z(i.k)-z(i- l,k+ 1)) 
-(z(i,k- 1 )-z(i- 1 ,k)) 
*(KX(i- 1 ,k-i)/(2.dO*sigma(i-l,k- 1 )))*(z(i- 1 Jc- 1 )-z(i JO) 



Caxx= 
* -(z&k+ 1)-z(i+ 1 Jc)) 
* *(KX(i,k)/(2.dO*sigma(i,k)))*(z(ik)-z(i+l Jl)) 
* +(z(i- 1 ,k)-z(i,k+ 1)) 

*(KX(i-1 ,k)/(Z.dO*sigma(i-l,k)))*(z(i,k)-z(i-1 ,k+ 1)) 



C WRlTE(*,*)NNOOEmB 
c D O 2 0 O L = l ~ B  
c WRITE(l3,'(28OE 10.2)?(FJAC(L9JL),JL= 1,NDOB) 
do0 CONTINUE 
c CLOSE(13) 
c PAUSE 

RETURN 
END 



SUBROUTINE tubksb(a,snp,ind;rb) 
INTEGER n.,np,Uidx(aP) 
REAL a(np*np)*b(nP) 
INTEGER i,ii,j,ll 
REAL sum 
ii=û 
do 12 i=l,n 
il=indx(i) 
-=bol) 
b(ll)?b(i) 
if (ii.ne.O)then 
do Il j=ii,i-1 

sum=sum-a(i.J)*b(~) 
1 1  continue 

else if(mne.0.)  then 
ii=i 

endif 
b(i)=sum 

12 continue 
do 14 i-1,-1 
-=Mi) 
do 13 j=i+l ,n 
sum=sum-a(iJ)+b(i) 

13 continue 
b(i)=Wa(i,i) 

14 continue 
r e m  
END 

C (C) Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software +-. 
SUBROUTINE ludcmp(a,n,np,indKd) 

INTEGER n , n p , i n d x ( n ) m  
FEAL 4 a ( a p J l p ) , T ~  
PARAMETER (NMAX=SOO,TlNY= 1.k-20) 
INTEGER i,imaxj,k 
DOUBLE PRECISION aamax,dum,sum,w~ 

c *(*, *)wp,a(6,6) 
d=l, 
do 12 i=l,n 
aamaF0. 
do 11 j=l,n 

if (abs(a(iJD.gtaamw) -abs(a(ii)) 
11 continue 
C write(*,*)laam=lu 

if(aamaxeq.0.) pause 'Eiagular maair in ludcaip' 
w(i)= 1.l- 

12 continue 
do 19 j=Ln 
do 14 i=l j-1 
sum=a(ij) 
do 13 k1,i-1 
sum-sum-a(iJr)*a@J] 



13 c o n t h  
a(ijjsum 

14 coatinue 
aamax====. 
do 16 i=j,n 

sum=a(i J) 

& 15 b1 j -1 
sum=sum-a(i,k)*a&j) 

15 continue 
a . i i s u m  
dm-w(i)*abs(sum) 
if (duxn.ge.namiiw) then 

imax=i 
aamax=-dm 

endif 
16 continue 

if (j.ne.imax)then 
do 17 k=l,n 
dum=a(ima>çk) 
a(im=,kFa(j,k) 
a(j,k)=dum 

17 continue 
d=d 
w(-F==Ci) 

endif 
indx(jriilÿin 
if(a(iJ).eq.O.)a(i j)=TINY 
îf(j.ne.n)then 
d u =  1 ./au j) 
do 18 i=j+ l,n 

a(i j)=a(i j)*dum 
18 continue 

endif 
19 continue 

retum 
END 

C (C) Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Softwarr +-. 
$debug 

SUBROOTINE SK 
INCLLJ.DE 'COMONBLK' 
PARAMETER(SSMM=I .OE-6) 

C 
Dû 100 K=l,NROW 
Do 100 I=NCBEG(K),NCEM)(K) 
vM=l*-lrn(I,K) 
vhmw==1JVM 

C NOIL = O : THERE IS NO SIGMFICANT NAPL IN THE CELL 
C NOIL=1:THEREisNAPLINTHEcELL 

hcr=@etam(ilr)*ha(W+betanw(ik)) 
8tl@et~an(iJr)+betanw(iJrl) 
if(h(~).&hcr.or.noil(iJt).eq. l)noil(i,k)= l 





100 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE TRA 
INCLUDE 'COMONBLK' 

LANDA= 1.17E-6 
RHAO=O.ûû 1 12 
RAC=O,O 
DO 100 K=l,NROW 
DO 100 I=NCBEG(K),NCEND(K) 
RHOA{W)=LAM)A*HA(L,K)+RHAQ+RAC 
KX(I$~PERM~~)*RHOA(~)*VMUMuw*KRAfl~) 
~ ( I J w = ( I ~ ) * ~  
IF(TYPEA(I,.K).EQ. -3)THEN 

KX(IJc)=o.o 
KZ(I,.K)=O.O 

ENDIF 
100 CONTINUE 

do k=l,nrow-1 
do i= 1,ncoi-1 

kx(i,k)=û.25*(kx(iJc)+kx(i+ l,k)+kx(i+ 1 ,k+ 1 )+kx(i,k+ 1)) 
kz(i,k}=0.25*m(i&)+kz(i+ 1 ,k)+kz(i+ 1,k+ l)+kz(i,k+ 1)) 
zkxy(iLF0o<(i&Pkz(i&))/2.0 
enddo 
enddo 

RETURN 
END 

$DEBUG 
SUBR0UTIN-E TRANS(NST) 

include 'cornon. blk' 
IF(NST.EQ. l ) ~ s c =  1 .O 
IF(NST.EQ.2)~sc=v][nunhlllun 
LOO K=l,NROW 
100 I=NCBEG(K),NCEM)(K) 
F(NST.EQ. l)ITY=TYPEW(i,K) 
i F ( N S T . E Q . 2 ) ~ = ~ E N ( I K )  
IF(NSTEQ. l)RK=KRW(IK) 
F(NSTEQ.2)RK=KRN(I,K) 



PARAMETER (MNf=ZO,MNK=2O&NRC= 1200) 



if(i.eq.ncend(k))goto 33 
IF(NST.EQ.3)RHo=RHOA(I,K- 1) 
F 1 +(HED(I+ 1 Jc)-HED(IJ(-l))*(X(I&)-X(I+ 1 ,K-1)) 
Fi 3=F13-(HED(I&)-HEJ)(I+ IX-I))*(X(I+l , K ) l ) )  
Fl3=PERMZ~-l)*(Fl3/(2.0)+RHO/RHOW*SIG~fl~-l)) 
F 13=(X(I+ t 6 ) - X U -  I))/2.O*F 1 3 

33 if&eq.nrow)goto 34 
if(i.eq. 1)goto 34 
IF(NST.EQ.3)FUIO=RHOA(I- 1 ,K) 
F le-(HED(I,K+ 1)-HED(1-1 ,K))*fl(I- 1 ,K+ 1)-X(IX)) 
F lQ=Fle(HED(I- I,K+ 1)-HED(I,K))*(X(I,K+ 1)-X(I-18)) 
Fl$=PERMZ(I- 1 ,K)*(F14/(2,0)+RHO/RHO W*SIGMA(I- I,K)) 
Fl4=(X(I,.K+l)-X(I- 1 ,K))/2.O*Fl4 

34 if(k.eq. 1)goto 35 
if(i.eq. 1)goto 35 
F2 I=(HED(I,K)-HED(1-1 ,K- l))*(Z(I-1,K)-Z(l,K-1)) 
F2 l=F2 1-(HED(I- 1JO-HEDU-l))*(Z(IJO-Z(I-1 ,K-1)) 
FZ l=(Z(I- lx)-Z(1,K-l))*PERMX(I- 1 J(- 1)*F2 114.0 

35 if@.eq.nrow)goto 36 
if(i.eq.ncénd(k))goto 36 
F22=(HED(I+ l,K+ 1)-HED(I,K))*(Z(I,K+ l)-Z(I+ 1 ,K)) 
F22=F22-(HED(I&+ 1)-HED(I+ 1 ,K))*(Z(I+ 1 ,K+ 1 )-Z(1,K)) 
F22=(Z(I,K+ 1)-Z(I+ I ,K))*PERMX(I,K)*Fï2/4.0 

36 if(i.eq.ncend(k))goto 37 
if0r.q 1)goto 37 
F23=(HED(I+ l,K)-HED(IK-l))*(Z(I,K)-Z(I+ 1,K- 1)) 
F23+23-(HED(I,K)-H..D(I+ 1,K*I))*(Z(I+ l,K)-Z(IXI 1)) 
F23=(Z(I+ 15)-Z(1,K-l))*PERMX(I,.K- l)*F23/4.0 

C 
if&eq.nrow)goto 37 
if(i.eq. 1)goto 37 
E3!4=(HED(IK+ 1)-HED(1- 1 JC))*(Z(I-I ,.K+ 1)-ZW)) 
F24..F24-(HED(I- 1 ,K+ 1)-HED(I,K))*(Z(I,K+ 1)-Z(I-1 ,K)) 
FX=(Z(I,.K+ 1)-Z(I-l,K))*PERMX(I- lJC)*F24/4.O 

C 
37 if(k.eq. l.andi.ge.2.mdi.le.ncol-1)then 

DX=(X(I+ 1,k)-Xfl- 1 ,k))**2 
DZ=(Z(?+ 1 ,k)-Z(I- 1 ,k))**2 
vn=SQRT(D X+DZ)/2.0 
goto 39 
end. 
it(i,eq.ncoLandk,ge.2.and.k.ie.nrow- 1)- 
DX=OC(Ncend(k),k+ 1)-X(Ncend(k)Jc- I))'+2 
DZ=(Z(Ncend(k),k+ 1 )-Z(Ncend(k),k-1))**2 
vn=SQRT(DX+DZ)/2.0 
goto 39 
endif 
if(keq.ntaw.andige.ncbeg(k)+ 1 .anrtile.ncend(ic)-1)then 
DX=QC(i+ l,k)-X(I-l,k))**2 
DZ=(Z(I+ 1,k)-Z(I- 1 ,k))**2 
vn=SQKï@X+D2)/2,0 



goto 39 
endif 
if(i.eq. 1.and.k.ge.2.and.kle.m~-l)h 
DX=(X(i,k+ 1 )-X(i,k- 1))*+2 
DZ=(Z(i,k+ 1)-Z(iJc- 1))**2 
vn=SQRT(DX+DZ)/2.0 
goto 39 
endif 
if(i.eq. 1 .and.keq. 1)then 
DX=(X(2,1)-X(1,2))**2 
DZ=(Z(2, i)-2(2,1))+*2 
vn=SQRT@X+DZ)IL.O 
goto 39 
endif 
if(i.eq.nand(k).and.keq. I)then 
DX=(X(i2)-X(i- 1, I))*42 
DZ=(Z(i,Z)-ai- 1, i))**2 
vn=SQRT@X+DZ)/2 .O 
goto 39 
endif 
if(i.eq. ncend(k).and k.eq. nrow) then 
DX=(X(i- 1 ,NROW)-X(i,NROW-l ))* *2 
DZ=(Z(i-1 ,NROW)-Z(i,NROW- 1))**2 
vn=SQRT@X+DZ)/;!.O 
goto 39 
endif 
weq. 1 .aadkeq.nrow)then 
DX=(X(i,NROW-l)-X(i+l,NROW))**2 
DZ=(Z(i,NROW- 1)-Z(i+ 1 ,NROW))**2 
vn=SQRT@X+DZ)/2.0 
goto 39 
endif 
W=(SIGMA(~F).SIGMA(I-1J(~SIGMA(I-I 6-I )+SIGMA(I,K-1))/4.0 

39 FVEC(KM)=(Fl l+Fi2+F13+F14+Fî i+F22+F23+F24)NN 
F(NSTEQ.3)THEN 

RHOX= I .O 
RHY=RHOA(r,K) 
RHOL=LANDA*HAOLDaK)+MWRAC 

ELSE 
RHOX=RHO 
RHY=I.O 
MOL= 1 .O 

ENDIF 
FVEC(~FVEC(KM)+RSS~)/RHOXI(RHy*SAT(I,K)-~OL*SATO~(I,.K)) 
&* PHr(IK)/DT 
if(=eq.2)Mte(*,*)sat(ik),-1d(ik) 
if(nsteq*2)pause 

100 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
EM) 




